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Abstract
Interference reduction for OFDM-based systems is of increasing interest in new technologies 

such as dynamic spectrum access networks. In the past decade, many approaches have been 

proposed for reducing the interference of OFDM systems. Such techniques can provide better 

utilization of the available spectrum without interfering with neighbouring transmissions. 

Existing techniques may enable reasonable interference reduction at the expense of increasing the 

complexity of the system and/or wasting the available resources.

This thesis addresses four different solutions for reducing the interference of OFDM 

systems. The proposed solutions outperform many techniques proposed in the literature in terms 

of computational complexity and interference reduction capability while at the same time 

utilizing the available bandwidth resources. The results of the proposed solutions provide 

significant contributions toward evaluating the effectiveness of interference reduction 

techniques, improving the reduction efficiency while keeping the required number of 

computations to minimum.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1 Research Motivation

The radio spectrum is a finite resource. It is used for different applications such as radar, internet 

access, satellite and terrestrial television broadcasting, emergency services, military services, and 

mobile networks. This spectrum is managed by government regulatory agencies which allocate 

frequency spectrum and impose regulations on its usage, such as control of features, priorities, 

allocations, and exclusions.

Historically, the approach adopted by government regulatory agencies, sucb as the Federal 

Communications Commission in the US and Ofcom in the UK, has been very prescriptive. They 

decide on the use of a particular frequency band, what services should be delivered in the band, 

as well as which technologies are allowed in the delivery of the services and who gets the right to 

deliver and perhaps use the services. This is referred to as the administrative approach to 

spectrum management [1,2].

The tight control over the use of the spectrum is attractive to regulatory agencies as it is 

easier for them to ensure that excessive interference does not occur because they are able to 

carefully model the interaction between services in neighbouring bands and in different 

geographical areas and tailor the licence eonditions appropriately. With the advent of new high 

data rate wireless applications, as well as growth of existing wireless services and the number of

1



consumers, the demand for additional bandwidth is rapidly increasing and the spectrum is seen

as a scarce resource.

With this administrative approach, it has been reported that the spectrum is not utilized 

across time and frequency [3], To respond to this, the academic community and those interested 

in spectrum management have been looking for better ways to utilise spectrum. In the past 

decade, the concept of dynamic spectrum access has been developed as a means of making more 

effective use of spectrum. With this approach, the users, rather than given a static range of 

frequencies on which to operate, can instead be allowed to use any unused spectrum they can 

find. This approach makes use of what are otherwise wasted resources.

Generally, the dynamic spectrum access vision has focused around sharing the spectrum 

between licensed {primary) and unlicensed {secondary) users. The primary users have priority 

access to the spectrum while the secondary users can access the spectrum when the primary users 

do not need it. Sharing the spectrum can be categorized based on spectrum access techniques [4], 

into underlay and overlay. Underlay systems, can for example, use ultra-wide band (UWB) [5, 

6]or spread spectrum techniques, such as code division multiple access (CDMA) [7], to transmit 

the signal below the noise floor of the spectrum [8]. Overlay systems, can for example, use 

orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) [9, 10] (more details about OFDM are 

given later in Chapter 2).

The majority of the work in the literature on dynamic spectrum access deals with primary 

and secondary access to the spectrum. However, more generally, dynamic spectrum access can 

broadly mean no static assignments of frequencies are made without the need to specifically 

focus on primary or secondary users. Users with static and non-static frequency assignments can 

co-exist and the dynamic users can access the spectrum on a licensed or unlicensed basis.



To aid the discussion, consider the idealised spectrum shown in Figure 1-1 and the possible 

options open for a user who wishes to communicate in the indicated white spaces (unused 

spectrum), marked A and B. Figure 1-2 is based on Figure 1-1 and shows how various signal 

types can be used. A narrowband signal could be used to communicate in white space A, while a 

wideband signal could be used in white space B. An underlay using some kind of spread 

spectrum techniques or UWB could be used in the occupied spectrum regions.

Unoccupied spectrum

fraiucncy

Figure 1-1: Some spectrum with identified unoccupied parts. 

Unoccupied spectrum

Underlay

Overlay

Figure 1-2: Options of filling the unoccupied parts.

lrci|ucncy



It can be seen from Figure l-2Figure 1-2 that the ability of manipulating the frequency 

content of the transmitted waveform in dynamic spectrum access networks. This is where multi

carrier techniques prove useful [11], The number of carriers in the signal can be reduced or 

increased to fill the available white spaces. Alternatively, a transmission waveform spanning the 

entire spectrum range of interest could be used, with the subcarriers in the bands occupied (by 

the primary user for example) deactivated. Hence, the transmission does not interfere with 

existing transmissions. This is known as non-contiguous OFDM [12].

Though using OFDM is a good way of controlling the waveform of the transmitted signal, it 

also has disadvantages. In OFDM, because the transmitted signal is the sum of a set of 

modulated signals, the peak power of the transmitted signal can be very high compared to its 

average power. Although occurring with low probability, such large peaks have negative impacts 

on the overall system. The clipping caused by high peak to average power ratio (PAPR) and 

power amplifier non-linearity leads to in-band distortion. OFDM also has large out-of band 

(OOB) emissions that can potentially interfere with adjacent frequency channels.

To avoid interference, not only must the transmitted signal be centered around the desired 

frequency for transmission and the bandwidth fixed so as to remain in-band, the OOB emissions 

must also be controlled. In Figure 1-3 the users of white spaces are causing some problems for 

their neighbours. Users 1 and 2 are both causing adjacent channel interference.

Actions can be taken in both in the digital and the analogue parts of the radio to remedy this. 

In the analogue part, the power can be reduced to bring down the level of the main transmitted 

in-band signal and, as a result, the level of OOB emissions as shown in Figure 1-4. Another 

action can be taken is forcing users 1 and 2 to use much narrower bands than what is available 

resulting in tbe situation shown in Figure 1-5. While some channel interference still occurs, the 

OOB emissions have been greatly reduced. However, such actions result in underutilizing the 

available white spaces.



User 1 User 2 frcqucnc)

Figure 1-3: Users 1 and 2 ean cause interference to their neighbours.

User 1 User 2 frequency

Figure 1-4: Users 1 and 2 reduce their in-band power to avoid interfering with their neighbours.

frequency

Figure 1 -5: Users 1 and 2 use narrower ranges of frequencies to avoid interfering with their neighbours.

On the digital side, a whole range of actions can be taken by applying digital filtering to 

shape the OFDM signal to have a much better profile and/or by manipulating the characteristics 

of OFDM symbols in both time and frequency domains.



1.2 Brief Overview of the State-of-the-Art

In the literature, there are a number of techniques have been proposed to reduce the OOB 

emissions of OFDM systems so that resources (white spaces) are utilized while keeping 

neighbouring systems free from harmful interference. Harmful is a very relative term. It is 

context dependent. Regulators can set the level. However it may also be possible for 

neighbouring networks to negotiate between each other in some form of future collaborative 

network. The key point is that the thesis assumes that some definition of harmful has been 

established - via a spectrum mask as defined by a regulator or through some more futuristic 

mechanism and that the goal of the transmitters is to comply with whatever level that may be. 

However, there will always be some level of leakage into the adjacent bands but once it is low 

enough to cause no harm, it is not a problem. Some techniques lead to unreliable communication 

between the transmitter and the receiver. Other techniques result in good OOB emissions 

reduction but at the cost of reduced throughput, increased bit error rate (BER) and/or more 

importantly the need for complex optimizations. The need for complex optimizations limits the 

suitability for real-time applications especially in varying environment such as dynamic 

spectrum access networks. A comprehensive survey about the OOB emissions reduction 

techniques proposed in the literature will be presented in Chapter 3.

1.3 Research Objectives

For dynamic spectrum access networks, the users should have the ability to exploit the available 

white space in an efficient manner. Therefore, techniques that require performing complex 

optimizations are totally undesirable in real-time applications. The scope of this research is to 

provide efficient and practical solutions for reducing the OOB emissions in real-time. 

Specifically, the main objectives of this research are:



Developing OOB emissions reduction techniques that enable reducing the OOB 

emissions considerably without the need for complex optimizations or excessive 

computations so that these techniques can be used in real-time applications. 

Developing techniques that require minor changes for the standard OFDM 

transceiver so that the simplicity of the OFDM transceiver structure is not lost and 

the standard synchronization techniques can be used.

Ensuring that the developed techniques are practical and do not cause severe 

degradation for the communication system.

Implementing the developed techniques in software defined radio (SDR) to test 

their suitability for real-time applications.

1.4 Thesis Contributions

The contributions of this thesis are:

• A survey for evaluating different OOB emissions reduction techniques in terms of the 

bandwidth efficiency, throughput loss and performance degradation. This evaluation 

helps in identifying the main challenges that should be tackled when developing a new 

OOB emission reduction technique.

• A technique for reducing the OOB emissions by changing the properties of OFDM 

symbols in the time domain.

• A technique for calculating the OOB emissions with fewer computations than the 

traditional methods. This allows implementing the OOB emissions reduction techniques 

in real-time.

• Three real-time techniques for reducing the OOB emissions by changing the properties of 

OFDM symbols in the frequency domain.



• Implementing of the proposed techniques in SDR and testing them for real-time 

transmissions.

1.5 Research Outputs

Portions of the work described in this thesis have appeared in the following publications:

1.5.1 Conference papers

1) A. Selim, B. Ozgul, and L. Doyle, "Efficient Cyclic Prefix Reconstruction for Shaped 

OFDM Systems without Cyclic Prefix," in Global Telecommunications Conference 

(GLOBECOM 2010).

2) A. Selim, B. Ozgul, and L. Doyle, “Efficient Sidelobe Suppression for OFDM Systems 

with Peak-to-Average Power Ratio Reduction," in Dynamic Spectrum Access Networks 

Conference (DySPAN 2012).

3) A. Selim, and L. Doyle, “Real-Time Interference Reduction for OFDM-based Dynamic 

Spectrum Access Networks," in Dynamic Spectrum Access Networks Conference 

(DySPAN 2012).

4) A. Selim, 1 Macaluso and L. Doyle, "Efficient sidelobe suppression for OFDM systems 

using advanced cancellation carriers" (ICC 2013).

5) A. Selim, and L. Doyle, "Real-time sidelobe suppression for OFDM systems using 

advanced subcarrier weighting" (WCNC 2013).

1.5.2 Demonstrations

1) A. Selim, and J. Kibilda, in Future Network Summit FUNMS 2012, Berlin.

Demo description: The demonstration presents a dynamic spectrum access system

consisting of a femtocell node, which realizes a control channel operation, and two

transmitter-receiver pairs, which perform either data or video transmissions. The setup
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allows observing the negative effect of the interference caused by adjacent channel 

operation, i.e. high frame error rate experienced by the receivers. The demonstrated 

system is able to react upon the high frame error rate by performing dynamic 

reconfigurations based either on user reallocation (i.e. guard band insertion) or spectrum 

shaping techniques.

1.5.3 Patent

An algorithm for converting many OOB emissions reduction techniques that involves complex 

optimizations into a set of linear equations that can be solved in a certain order at specific points 

in the OOB regions was submitted to the Patent Office at Trinity College. By this algorithm, 

considerable OOB emissions reduction occurs with few computations. The patent has been filed 

in 3 August 2012 (Reference number: AS02-388-01). This patent enables implementing many 

OOB emissions reduction techniques efficiently so that it can be introduced in real-time 

applications.

1.6 A Roadmap for the Thesis

Chapter 2 provides an overview about OFDM systems and how the OOB emissions are created. 

It also provides a high-level description of the SDR used in the rest of the thesis for 

implementing the developed techniques.

Chapter 3 provides the evaluation metrics that are used to evaluate to overall performance of 

any interference reduction technique, followed by, an extensive survey of OOB emissions 

reduction techniques proposed in literature. The theoretical background, analysis and 

performance evaluation are provided for each technique.

Chapter 4 presents the first main contribution of the research. It describes a novel method for 

OOB emissions reduction. In this method, OFDM symbols are windowed to reduce the OOB



emission while the CP is totally removed to increase the throughput of the system. At the 

receiver side, to counter act the effect of removing the CP, an algorithm for restoring the 

cyclicity of each OFDM symbol is introduced. Simulation results are presented at the end of the 

chapter.

Chapter 5 describes a new method for reducing the OOB emissions. The method is based on 

mapping the original constellation into a higher order constellation. An algorithm is proposed to 

perform this mapping efficiently with few computations. Another algorithm for computing the 

OOB emissions with few computations is proposed. Both algorithms are implemented in a 

software defined radio and tested for real-time transmissions.

Chapter 6 presents a novel technique for OOB emissions reduction. The proposed algorithm 

uses subcarriers at the borders of the OFDM spectrum to enable the reduction. In the proposed 

algorithm, a complex optimization problem has been converted into a set of linear equations. 

These linear equations are solved in a certain order at specific points in the OOB regions. This 

algorithm enables achieving large OOB emissions reduction with few computations. Due to the 

simplicity of the proposed algorithm, it is implemented in a software defined radio and tested for 

real-time transmissions.

Chapter 7 presents another technique for OOB emissions reduction. In this technique, 

OFDM subcarriers are weighted with real values (power loading). Ideally, the real values are to 

be obtained via a complex optimization. However, with the proposed algorithm, the real-values 

are determined for each OFDM symbol with few computations. The proposed algorithm is also 

implemented and tested for real-time transmissions.

Chapter 8 concludes the thesis. It highlights the achievements of the thesis and provides 

directions for possible future work aimed at further improving the effectiveness and efficiency of 

OOB emissions reduction in OFDM-based systems.
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Chapter 2

Background
2.1 Introduction

This chapter, firstly, presents a brief introduction about OFDM systems. The aim of this is to 

show how the OOB emissions are created and mathematically formulated. The mathematical 

formulations will be used in the rest of the thesis. Secondly, it presents a general overview about 

the software defined radio used for implementing the OOB emissions reduction techniques.

2.2 OFDM

The concept of OFDM has been known since the 1960s [9, 10]. The introduction of the Discrete 

Fourier Transform (DFT) for modulation and demodulation in 1971 [13], reduced the 

computational complexity considerably making it a feasible option. Although being of continuing 

interest ever since, OFDM gained increased interest in the early 1990s when it began to be seen 

as a promising approach to meet the growing demand for high-speed data transmission [14]. In 

the last decade, OFDM has become a well-understood and mature technology that has already 

been successfully implemented in several standards for wireless communication systems such as 

asymmetric digital subscriber line [15-17], Wi-Fi [18], Wi-Max [19], digital video broadcasting 

[20], digital audio broadcasting [21, 22] and recently in LTE/LTE-advanced [23]. Also, as
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mentioned already in the brief introduction, OFDM has been considered to be an ideal candidate 

for dynamic spectrum access networks [24, 25].

2.2.1 Principles of OFDM

The basic principle of OFDM is to split up a serial high-rate data stream into a number of lower 

rate parallel streams that are transmitted simultaneously over a number of subcarriers [16, 17], In 

order to avoid inter-carrier interference (ICI) (while abandoning spectrally inefficient guard bands 

between the subcarriers), subcarriers have to be orthogonal. In general, two complex signals 

fm(t) and /n(t) are orthogonal if;

(2.1)
f r \ r \ fO. n ^ m J /m(f)/n (f) - n = m'

— OO

where C denotes a constant. Assuming N equidistant subcarriers, the yth subcarrier frequency can 

be written as:

f^ = vAf + fo, 0 <v <N -1 (2.2)

where Af is the subcarrier spacing. The time domain signal Sy(t) transmitted on the /c th 

subcarrier is obtained by loading the subcarrier with a complex data symbol dp and windowing 

the carrier signal with w(t) as;

Sp(t) = w(t) dp et27r/pt _ (2.3)

where w(t) is a rectangular pulse with duration corresponding to the duration of one OFDM

symbol (Tq):

=lo,’wl

The orthogonality condition in equation (2.1) can be rewritten as:

OO

(2.5)
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Obviously, equation (2.5) is fulfilled when the subcarrier spacing is an integer multiple of the 

inverse OFDM symbol duration. In order to exploit the available bandwidth efficiently, the 

subcarrier spacing is chosen as small as possible, (i.e. A/ = l/fo)- 

The time domain signal x(t) for one OFDM symbol employing N subcarriers is given as:

N-l

c(t) et27r/„ t _ 0 < t < To-
i;=0

(2.6)

When sampling the time domain OFDM signal from equation (2.6) with sampling frequency
Nfs — — and replacing the subcarrier frequencies by their discrete equivalents according to 
'0

equation (2.2), the samples are:
w-i

:[k] = . 0<k<N-l.
N L-U

l?=0

(2.7)

In the discrete domain, the length of N samples corresponds to the duration Tg of one OFDM 

symbol. The sampled sequence x[/c], 0 < /c < — 1, is the inverse discrete Fourier transform 

(IDFT) of the symbol sequence 0 < v < IV — 1. This is more generally represented by 

^[n], (0 < n < N — 1) with frequency domain index n, i.e.:

N-l

:[k] = lDFT[X[n]} V ^[n] , 0<kN
n=0

< iV - 1. (2.8)

This is a key advantage of OFDM that allows for implementing OFDM modulation in the discrete 

domain by using an inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT).

The transmission over the radio channel is often characterised by several delayed paths which 

introduce inter-symbol interference (ISl) between adjacent OFDM symbols. To deal with this 

problem and to make an OFDM signal truly insensitive to the radio channel, the so-called cyclic- 

prefix (CP) insertion is typically used in OFDM transmission. A CP insertion implies that the last 

part of the OFDM symbol is copied and inserted at the beginning of the OFDM symbol which 

increases the length of the OFDM symbol from Tq to T = Tq + Tg, where Tg is the length of the 

CP, with a coiresponding reduction in the OFDM symbol rate as a consequence. In practice, CP
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insertion is carried out on the time-discrete output of the transmitter IFFT as the last Ng samples 

of the IFFT output block of length N are copied and inserted at the beginning of the block, 

increasing the block length from N to N + Ng. With this extension, the OFDM signal in the time 

domain is given by:

N-l

n=0

eJ27Tfc^ ^ - [^ < li < N - 1. (2.9)

In subsequent transmitter (Tx) processing, this sequence is passed through a digital-to-analogue 

(D/A) converter, that ideally outputs the signal x(t) from equation (2.6) with increased symbol 

duration T. After up-conversion to the radio frequency, the signal is transmitted through the 

multi-path channel.

At the receiver (Rx), after down-conversion, the received signal is passed through an 

analogue-to-digital (A/D) converter giving the received sequence r[k],0 < k < N + Ng — 1, 

sampled with sampling rate/^. The received time domain signal is composed of the transmitted 

OFDM signal x[k] affected by the multi-path channel and additive white Gaussian noise 

(AWGN) denoted by n[/c],0 <k<N + Ng-l. With channel impulse response h[k], the 

received sequence is given by:

r[k] — h[k] * x[k] + n[k], (2.10)

where * denotes linear convolution. After removing the CP by simply discarding the first Ng

samples of the Rx sequence, the DFT or fast Fourier transform (FFT) can be used for the

demodulation. The output of the DFT is the sequence /?[n],0 < n < N — 1 consisting of N

complex-valued symbols. Since ICl and ISI have been avoided by the correct choice of the CP

(Ng), each subchannel can be considered isolated and an estimation of the symbol transmitted

on the vth subcarrier can be derived from R[n] when n = v. The frequency index n corresponds

Nto the subcarrier index v only if the sampling frequency fs—zr-
14



The fading on each subcarrier can be considered flat which is assured by correctly adjusting 

the subcarrier spacing to the coherence bandwidth of the channel (the coherence bandwidth Sj. of 

a channel is defined as the bandwidth over which the signal propagation characteristics are 

correlated and it can be approximated by the inverse of the maximum path delay spread (Tmax) 

(i.e. B(. = ). If the signal bandwidth B is larger than B^ then the channel is frequency
^max

selective. Otherwise, the channel can be considered flat, approximately). Then, the frequency 

domain representation of equation (2.10) becomes:

/?[n] = W[n]. ^[n] + W[n], (2.11)

where H[n] are fading coefficients for each subcarrier retrieved from the channel transfer 

function. The samples of A'[n] represent the transmitted symbols, and yV[n] is the A WON on the 

nth subcarrier.

At the receiver, frequency and timing synchronization is required before the OFDM signal 

can be correctly demodulated. Usually, a known preamble, as in [26], is sent before each OFDM 

frame (each frame consists of a number of OFDM symbols) to allow the receiver to synchronize 

as well as to perform frequency offset correction and channel estimation H[n] . This estimation is 

used to equalize the received signal and the estimated transmitted symbols X[n] can be obtained 

using equation (2.11). The basic OFDM transceiver is shown in Figure 2-1. S/P and P/S are 

serial-to parallel and parallel to serial converters, respectively.

Due to the summation of subcarriers at the transmitter, equation (2.7), the composite OFDM 

signal in the time domain can exhibit large envelope variations. This is often characterized by a 

large PAPR [27, 28]. When high PAPR occurs, the digital-to-analogue (D/A) converter and 

power amplifier of the transmitter require large dynamic ranges to avoid amplitude clipping, thus 

increasing both power consumption and component cost of the transceiver. Without sufficient 

dynamic range, the amplitude clipping will introduce a substantial amount of distortion.
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Considering the importance of OFDM and the seriousness of high PAPR, numerous solutions 

have been proposed in the literature that can be employed to reduce the PAPR such as [29-38].

Figure 2-1: Block diagram for OFDM transceiver.

2.2.2 OOB emissions
As OFDM symbols are windowed with a rectangular window in time domain in equations (2.3) 

and (2.4), the frequency domain representation for the yth subcarrier can be obtained by taking 

the continuous time Fourier transform of equation (2.3):

^ sin(7r(/-/jn
Si{f) = d^ -------tt-----7-^------ . (2.12)

- Tv)

Flence, the frequency representation for one OFDM symbol is given by

w-i

(2.13)
1>=0

The power spectrum of an OFDM symbol consisting of 4 subcarriers is shown in Figure 2-2 

(all subcarriers are modulated with = 1). As shown in this figure, large OOB emissions 

introduced by an OFDM system will potentially interfere with adjacent users. In OFDM 

standards, the number of subcarriers can be determined based on the amount of spectrum
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available and the acceptable out-of-band emissions. The basic bandwidth of an OFDM signal 

equals N Af that is, the number of subcarriers multiplied by the subcarrier spacing. However, as 

can be seen in Figure 2-2, the spectrum of a basic OFDM signal falls off slowly outside the basic 

OFDM bandwidth. The reason for the large OOB emissions of a basic OFDM signal is the use of 

rectangular pulse shaping, leading to per-subcarrier sidelobes that fall off relatively slowly. 

However, in practice, guard bands are inserted at the borders of the assigned spectrum in order to 

avoid harmful interferences between adjacent users. However, that results in inefficient use of 

the available spectrum. For example, in the LTE standard [23] in the order of 10% of the 

available spectrum is used as guard bands. Hence, reducing the OOB emissions may lead to 

better usage of the available spectrum.

0 2
subcarrier index

Figure 2-2: Power spectrum for OFDM symbol with N = A- subcarriers.

2.2.3 Non-contiguous OFDM (NC-OFDM)

OFDM can provide the necessary agile spectrum usage, when portions of the target spectrum are 

occupied by both primary and secondary users. This is achieved by deactivating (i.e. nulling)
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subcarriers that can potentially interfere with other users. This form of an OFDM, where the 

implementation achieves the high data rates via collective usage of a large number of non

contiguous subcarriers, is called NC-OFDM [12, 39], The key for achieving a spectrally agile 

waveform that enables the coexistence of both primary and secondary transmissions within 

specified spatial, temporal, and spectral vicinity is to exert strict control over the spectral extent 

of the transmitted signal.

However, NC-OFDM possesses several substantial technical issues that need to be resolved 

in order to make this form of wireless data transmission within a dynamic spectrum access 

environment a viable option [40]. As NC-OFDM is based on OFDM, all of the OOB emissions 

reduction techniques proposed for OFDM can be simply extended for NC-OFDM taking into 

account the nature of NC-OFDM transmissions. An example for applying OOB emissions 

reduction techniques originally proposed for OFDM and applied for NC-OFDM can be found in 

[40].

NC-OFDM is an interesting area of research and remains an area with open problems. It is 

not considered further in this thesis for the main reason that one of the major goals of the work is 

to create solutions that map well to standard OFDM transmitter and receivers and do not require 

too many alterations. NC-OFDM for example would require changes to the synchronization 

techniques among other things. Hence, this thesis will consider only the standard OFDM through 

simulations and implementations.

2.3 A Platform for Implementation

In order to implement any OOB emissions reduction technique in practice, a platform for

implementation should be chosen. Many experimental platforms exist such as GNU Radio [41],

the University of Rice Wireless open-Access Research Platform (WARP) Project [42, 43], the Iris

platform developed at CTVR in Trinity College [44-46], and many others. They differ in terms of
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their processing model, the level of abstraction they offer the user, the degree of flexibility and re

configurability. Some platforms operate on custom processing hardware, while others operate on 

conventional General Purpose Processors (GPPs). They also vary in terms of whether they 

integrate the radio front-end hardware and processing elements onto a single platform, or whether 

they make use of separately attached front-end hardware. Reference [45] provides a detailed 

discussion of various software defined radio (SDR) platforms.

Iris SDR is a highly flexible and reconfigurable radio system, running on GPP hardware. It 

divides radio digital signal processing tasks into blocks of a relatively high level of granularity, 

but do not sacrifice flexibility. Thanks to the extensive existing library of components already 

implemented at Trinity College. In this thesis. Iris was chosen as an example platform for 

implementations.

2.3.1 Introduction to Iris

The following paragraphs provide a brief description of Iris, its design methodology and its 

features. Iris has been in development for several years with the assistance of many researchers. 

Iris implements radio functionality in a block-wise manner and graphs of these processing 

“blocks” can be built to create one or more radio chains. In Iris, these blocks are referred to as 

modules. Iris itself is divided into the core which is what is executed at runtime and is rarely 

modified, and these modules. There are two types of Iris modules, Components and 

Controllers, but the most commonly used is the Component. All Iris modules are 

implemented in C++, after which they become part of its library. A simple XML configuration 

file is used to select the Components from the library to be used in a specific radio 

implementation, and to specify how they should be connected to create a radio chain(s). A valid 

XML configuration is provided to the Iris core at runtime, which verifies it for consistency, 

instantiates the radio chain(s) as specified, and starts to run them.
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To facilitate reconfiguration of Component behavior, Component designers define 

parameters whieh ean be set using the XML configuration, and may be changed at run-time. 

Communications data-flow, namely the streams of the bits or samples that make up the radio’s 

data-plane, happens between Components, but there is another kind of information-flow in 

Iris. This second information type is control- plane information. It was mentioned above that Iris 

possesses two module types, and the second kind of module - termed a Controller - is what 

handles this control-information, which is made up of Events, 

ParametricReconfigurations and Commands. Specifically, Events are signalled by 

Components. Controllers subscribe to and then respond to the activation of Events by 

performing their desired processing, or reconfiguring the parameters of Components. 

Controllers reconfigure Components by issuing ParametricReconf igurations. 

They ean also issue Commands, which are control messages that Components can wait for as 

a signal that some event has occurred in another Component. Figure 2-3 is taken from [44] 

and illustrates the principal elements that constitute the Iris architecture.

Iris is a platform which performs radio DSP, but it requires hardware in order to actually 

perform over-the-air Radio Frequency transmissions. Any hardware capable of accepting 

complex base-band signals as an input for transmissions is suitable. For implementation in this 

research, Ettus USRP hardware is chosen [47]. USRP hardware is a range of affordable SDR 

front-ends, which can be attached via standard USB or Ethernet to a PC, and accepts input in the 

form of complex baseband signals. Through the use of a selection of possible daughterboards, a 

wide range of frequencies can be used. Iris interfaces with the USRP by wrapping instantiations 

of its driver software in UsrpTx and UsrpRx Components, which act as sources or sinks in a 

radio chain. Parameters of these Components allow for initialization and run-time 

reconfiguration of USRP parameters. It should be noted that the USRP is by no means
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exclusively compatible with Iris, and was initially conceived of as companion hardware for the 

GNU Radio project.

IRIS 2.0 intefface

System

□
Radm XMl
repmcnution xMil configurMion

Controltr

Data

Component

Ewent

Rcconfi^uratton
set

Component
repository

Reconfiguration

Figure 2-3: Key elements of Iris architecture.

2.3.2 Implementation on Iris

As one of the main goals of this research is to provide real-time solutions, it is important to 

implement the proposed techniques in a SDR, and test their suitability for real-time transmissions. 

During the implementation, many problems could arise. Tackling these problems means that the 

feasibility of the OOB emissions reduction techniques for the OFDM systems can be validated.
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Generally, for the purpose of implementing any OOB emissions reduction technique(s), the 

standard OFDM transceiver should be modified to accommodate the technique(s) as shown in 

Figure 2-4.

C
C

o
co
U

Figure 2-4: Block diagram tor OFDM transceiver employing OOB emissions reduction technique(s).

In the context of Iris implementation, the OFDM transceiver is built based on 6 components 

FileReader, OfdmMod, UsrpTx, UsrpRx, OfdmDemod and FileWriter. The binary 

data generated by the FileReader is fed into the OfdmMod component where binary streams 

are modulated and processed based on the implemented technique. Then, the I/O samples are 

passed to the UsrpTx component for further processing. At the receiver, the whole operation is 

reversed using UsrpRx, OfdmDemod, and FileWriter so that the received data symbols can 

be demodulated correctly. Implementing any OOB emissions reduction technique requires adding 

new functionality to the modulator and the demodulator components (i.e. OfdmMod and 

OfdmDemod, respectively).
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2.4 Summary

This chapter presented an overview about OFDM transmission and how the OOB emissions are 

created. This is presented in order to ease understanding the rest of the thesis. In addition, the 

chapter provided a high level description for Iris SDR. Iris will be used in the rest of the thesis for 

implementing the developed algorithms and for testing their suitability for real-time applications.

In the next chapter, the evaluation of existing OOB emissions reduction techniques will be 

provided. For this research, this evaluation is important as it points out the challenges that should 

be addressed and considered when obtaining new techniques.
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Chapter 3

Literature Review
As discussed in Chapter 1, OFDM has received particular interest in the area of dynamic 

spectrum access networks. Due to the large OOB emissions problem, many teehniques have been 

proposed to efficiently reduee the interference between adjacent users. In the literature, each 

technique is evaluated based on one criterion or another. In this research, in order to compare 

different techniques more accurately, evaluation metrics are defined to measure different system 

performance. Hence, all interference reduction techniques can be compared. In this chapter, after 

defining the evaluation metrics, the OOB emissions reduction techniques reported in the literature 

are presented, simulated and evaluated. Based on these evaluations, weaknesses are identified and 

research challenges are outlined.

3.1 Evaluation Metrics

Reducing the OOB emissions for OFDM systems comes at a cost. Usually, there is a trade-off 

between the OOB emissions reduction and system performance. After much analysis, the 

following metrics have been selected and defined to investigate the impact of using a specific 

technique on system performance. These metrics are defined as follows:

(1) Spectrum utilization factor Defined as the ratio of the spectrum used for data 

transmission and spectrum used for actual transmission. In this thesis, the guard 

bands are not included in However, the guard bands ean be included but this does 

not ehange the evaluation as long as the same definition is used for all of the OOB
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emissions reduction techniques. This metric is a measure of spectral efficiency. For 

the same available bandwidth (assigned speetrum), the larger r/j the higher data rate 

can be achieved. (0 < tjs < 1). For example, if = 0.75, this means that 75% of 

the available spectrum is used for data transmissions while the remaining 25% is 

wasted.

(2) Time utilization factor (//(); Defined as the ratio of the duration of one OFDM 

symbol T (including the CP) and the actual transmission duration. This metric is a 

measure of throughput efficiency in time as the larger ijt the higher data rate can be 

achieved (0 < r]^ < 1).

(3) OOB emissions reduction capability: This manifests itself as a change in shape of 

the slidelobes. The sidelobes move downwards if the OOB emissions are reduced 

and it is measured in dB. Generally, the technique that provides higher OOB 

emissions reduction capability is considered better. In this thesis, the evaluation of 

the OOB emissions reduction capability is considered as shown in Table 3-1.

Table 3-1: Evaluation of OOB emissions reduction.

Evaluation
The difference in the OOB power levels before

and after applying the technique

Low less than 2 dB

Moderate between 2 dB and 5 dB

High more than 5dB

(4) Suitability for real-time applications: This metric indicates whether a technique is

suitable for real-time implementation or not. Any technique which requires the

performing of either complex optimizations or excessive computations (e.g.

computing the OOB emissions many times) for each OFDM symbol is considered

unsuitable for real-time applieations. There are some techniques that involve partial
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off-line and partial on-line solutions (e.g. [40]) but the whole purpose of the thesis is 

to focus on real time to be able to better deal with unexpected circumstances and 

changes.

(5) PA PR increase: The impact of any technique on PAPR should be addressed as 

some techniques result in increased PAPR. Consequently, clipping may occur due to 

large PAPR. This clipping results in increased OOB emissions which subsequently 

might undo the effect of the OOB reduction technique. Techniques that lead to 

PAPR increase are therefore not preferred in practical OFDM-based systems. In this 

thesis, the evaluation of PAPR increase is considered as shown in Table 3-2.

Table 3-2: Evaluation of PAPR increase.

Evaluation PAPR increase

low less than 0.5 dB

Moderate between 0.5 dB and 2 dB

High more than 2 dB

(6) Signalling information: Due to the use of any OOB emissions reduction technique, 

the receiver may need to know some information related to the technique being used 

at the transmitter in order to correctly demodulate the receiver signal. Otherwise, the 

demodulated signal may suffer from a severe distortion or even the entire 

communication will be lost. It is important to note whether the technique demands 

such information be sent as this is a cost to the system.

These metrics will be used throughout the discussion that follows.
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3.2 Literature Review and Evaluation/Simulation'

This section introduces the key OOB emissions reduction techniques in the literature and it also 

provides results generated by simulating these techniques (all figures presented in this chapter are 

generated by MATLAB simulations).

Interference reduction for an OFDM system can be achieved by changing the characteristics 

of OFDM signal. Signal characteristics can be manipulated before and after taking the IFFT. 

Based on this criterion, interference reduction techniques can be categorized into two main 

categories:domain techniques and time domain techniques.

3.2.1 Time domain techniques

Time domain techniques change the properties of OFDM signal in time (after taking the IFFT) by 

introducing smooth transitions between successive OFDM symbols. These techniques include the 

following:

3.2.1.1 Windowing

In conventional OFDM systems, the transmission of an OFDM symbol implies that the 

transmitted signal is windowed in the time domain by a rectangular window (equations (2.3) and 

(2.4)). As adjacent OFDM symbols carry different data sequences, therefore, there is a sharp 

transition between adjacent OFDM symbols which results in significant OOB emissions. 

However, these OOB emissions can be mitigated by windowing OFDM symbols in time domain, 

using any window type which insures smooth transition at the borders of OFDM symbols. In [48, 

49] the raised-cosine window is used to reduce the OOB power of OFDM subcarriers. In raised- 

cosine windowing, each OFDM symbol is cyclically extended from both sides. Extension length

' All figures presented in this chapter are generated by MATLAB simulations.
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is defined as where P is the roll-off factor (0 < ^ < 1) and T is OFDM symbol duration in 

time (including the CP). The raised-cosine window is defined as:

w(t) = <

o
2 -cos2 V PTJ 0<t<pT

1, pT <t<(l+ P)T (3.1)
1

.2 ~
1 ( (£-r)\ -cos n—— ,2 V /?r / (1 +/?)r < t < (1 + 2p)T.

Noting that, the original OFDM symbol (PT < t < T) is kept unshaped (unity gain). Each

OFDM symbol is extended from T to (1 -F 2p)T resulting in high throughput loss as:

1
Vt 1 + 2P (3.2)

Therefore, adjacent OFDM symbols are allowed to partially overlap with adjacent OFDM 

symbols as shown in Figure 3-1, hence, the effective OFDM symbol duration becomes (1 + P)T 

and throughput degradation is mitigated as:

1
TPp^t = —■ (3.3)

The impact of the raised-cosine windowing on is shown in Figure 3-2. It can be seen that the

overlapping scheme provides higher throughput than the non-overlapping scheme.

The power spectral densities (PSDs) for an OFDM system with N = 256 subcarriers for

different values of p are shown in Figure 3-3 {Tg = — and frequency normalization factor is A/).

It can be seen that even using a small /? value (such as P — 1/32) results in considerable 

attenuation in adjacent channel interference. The PSDs are shown for the overlapping OFDM 

symbols. For the non-overlapping symbols, the interference power levels are slightly lower.

PAPR degradation occurs only in the case of overlapping OFDM symbols (as shown in 

Figure 3-4). This is because the shaping extensions for adjacent OFDM symbols are added to 

each other. This addition may result in high peaks particularly, when the shaping extension is 

large (i.e. large /?).

Further OOB emissions reduction can be achieved by using the adaptive symbol transition

(AST) technique proposed in [50]. Instead of using a predefined window shape, the transition
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signal is optimized adaptively based on transmitted data on successive OFDM symbols. The 

extension added to each OFDM symbol is calculated using optimization methods to minimize 

the OOB emissions while keeping the extension power at an acceptable level. Flowever, applying 

this per symbol optimization hugely increases the computational complexity of the system which 

is not suitable for real-time applications.

(b)

Figure 3-1: (a) An extended OFDM symbol, (b) Windowed and overlapped OFDM symbols.

Figure 3-2: The impact of the raised-cosine windowing on r]^.
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Figure 3-3: PSDs for an OFDM system with raised-cosine windowing (overlapping) {N = 256).

Figure 3-4: The impact of using the raised-cosine windowing on PAPR.
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Table 3-3: Performance evaluation for the RC windowing.

Evaluation metric V alue/Description

ris 1

(overlapping)

Suitability for real-time applications Yes

OOB emissions reduction capability High

PAPR increase Low

Signalling information

The shaping factor /? should be known at the

receiver to correctly demodulate the received

signal.

3.2.1.2 Edge windowing (EW)

In the EW technique [51], unlike the conventional windowing (where the same window- 

shape is used for all the subcarriers within an OFDM symbol), windowing is heavily applied to 

the subcarriers located at the edges of the band (OFDM spectrum) and shorter windowing sizes 

are used for the inner subcarriers compared to edge subcarriers. Also, instead of introducing 

additional windowing intervals for the edge subcarriers, the windowing time is partially taken 

from the CP extension. This technique maintains the spectrum efficiency — 1, ^ 1) of the

OFDM systems while achieving a considerable reduction in the OOB emissions. Performance 

evaluation metrics for the EW technique are shown in Table 3-4.

However, this technique is not robust against channel dispersiveness which may introduce 

ISI that degrades the BER performance. To avoid these disadvantages, EW should not be applied 

within the CP extension. If this is the case, there will be no need for having different window 

shapes for different subearriers; hence, this technique will be exactly the same as the conventional 

windowing.
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Table 3-4: Performance evaluation for the EW technique.

Evaluation metric Value/Description

1

T-----, TV: extension duration

Suitability for real-time applications Yes

OOB emissions reduction capability High

PAPR degradation Low

Signalling information Tx should be known at the receiver

3.2.2 Frequency domain techniques

Many techniques have been proposed in the literature to reduce the OOB emissions by changing 

the OFDM symbol characteristics before taking the IFFT operation. These techniques can be 

summarized as follows:

(1) Pairwise subcarrier weighting. (2) Additive signal approaches.

(3) Active interference cancellation. (4) Constellation mapping.

(5) Constellation expansion. (6) Subcarrier weighting.

(7) Multiple choice sequences. (8) Signal continuity approaches.

(9) Cancellation carriers.

3.2.2.1 Pairwise subcarrier weighting (PSW)

it is been claimed in [52] that adjacent subcarriers make similar contributions in the OOB regions. 

Therefore, if two adjacent subcarriers are modulated with out-of phase symbols, the OOB 

emissions due to the first subcarrier are mostly cancelled by the (out-of phase) contributions of 

the second subcarrier. Based on this assumption, they propose an approach for reducing the OOB 

emissions by mapping an antipodal symbol pair onto two adjacent subcarriers (one subcarrier is
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used for data transmission and the second is used for OOB emissions cancellation). In order not 

to degrade the spectral efficiency rjg too much, this approach is applied to subcarriers at the edges

Mot OFDM spectrum (M subcarriers at each side of which — subcarriers are used for data 

transmission).

However, the CP is not considered in this work, which means that the maximum OOB 

emissions cancellation will not occur when adjacent subcarriers are modulated with out-of phase 

symbols. In [53], an optimal phase factor e^^can be estimated to maximally cancel the OOB 

emissions of each pair taking into account the existence of the CP.

The PSDs for an OFDM system with N = 256 employing the PSW technique are shown in 

Figure 3-5 for different values on M. It can be seen that a considerable reduction in the OOB 

emissions can be achieved only with large values of M. Unfortunately, large values of M result in 

PAPR increase and large throughput loss as shown in Figure 3-6 and Figure 3-7, respectively. It 

can be seen the large OOB emissions reduction occurs at the expense of 50% throughput loss as 

well as large PAPR degradation. Performance evaluation metrics for the PSW technique are given 

in Table 3-5. Due to the large throughput loss and PAPR increase, the PSW technique may not be 

suitable for practical OFDM-based systems.
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Figure 3-5: PSDs for OFDM system with the PSW technique (Tg — Tq/A ).

Figure 3-6: The impact of using the PSW technique on PAPR for different M.
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Figure 3-7: The impact of the PSW technique on

Table 3-5: Performance evaluation metrics for the PSW technique.

Evaluation metric V'alue/Description

N - M N
N

1

Suitability for real-time applications Yes

OOB emissions reduction capability
NHigh for large values of M, (M < —)

PAPR degradation High

Signalling information
The number of subcarrier pairs at each side of

OFDM spectrum should be known at the receiver.
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3.2.2.2 Additive signal approaches

The additive signal method (ASM) is proposed in [54], In this technique, a complex-valued 

sequence is added to the original transmit data sequence. This complex-valued sequence is 

determined according to an optimization algorithm that minimizes the OOB emissions and takes 

several constraints into account. The added sequence can be considered as a source of noise 

which degrades the BER performance. Therefore, a constraint limiting the BER degradation is 

considered. Also, as the power of the resulting sequence is limited by the power of the original 

sequence; a power constraint is added to the optimization problem. This can be formulated as a 

convex optimization problem with N variables. Convex optimization has been studied extensively 

and there are reliable numerical methods to solve this optimization problem. In [54], the interior- 

point method is used to solve this optimization problem with N unknowns and N + 1 constraints. 

The solution of this problem is performed in a number of iterations (in the range between 10 and 

100). For each iteration, the complexity is 0(N^ (N + 1)).

However, despite using a very eomplex optimization (which has to be performed for each OFDM 

symbol), the performance of the ASM on OOB emissions reduction is poor. Performance evaluation 

metrics for the ASM approach are listed in Table 3-6.

In [54], the reduction of the OOB emissions is only considered without the CP. However, if 

the CP is to be considered, (1) more points in the OOB regions should be considered to accurately 

represent the true OOB emissions which increases the required number of computations. (2) Low 

OOB emissions reduction is expected (as the sidelobes of different subcarriers are not perfectly 

aligned). (3) Large OOB emissions reduction may only occur at the cost of severe BER 

degradation [54]. Therefore, the ASM technique cannot be introduced for practical OFDM 

systems.
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Another iterative FFT-based method (similar to the ASM) is proposed in [55], This method 

also adds noise to OFDM symbols to reduce the OOB emissions but with lower computational 

complexity (compared with the ASM). However, in order to achieve a considerable reduction, a 

large number of iterations are needed (each with one FFT and one IFFT operation). The more 

iterations, the more noise added to the signal, the more BER degradation. As a result, additive 

signal approaches are not suitable for OOB emissions reduction for practical OFDM systems.

Table 3-6: Performance evaluation metrics for the ASM approach.

Evaluation metric Value/Description

7s 1

7t 1

Suitability for real-time applications No

OOB emissions reduction capability Low

PAPR degradation Low

Signalling information Not needed

3.2.2.3 Active interference cancellation (AlC)

The AlC technique is proposed in [56]. The idea is that some subcarriers at the borders of OFDM

spectrum can be used for OOB emissions reduction. These subcarriers are modulated with

complex-values in order to reduce the OOB emissions (not used for data transmission).

However, the authors in [57] attempt to enhance OOB emissions reduction of the AIC technique

by introducing two new ideas. Firstly, they use cancellation carriers at the borders of the

spectrum with subcarrier spacing (A/^c) smaller than subcarrier spacing for the OFDM system

(i.e. A/cc < A/ ). Secondly, they extend the length of the time domain signal generated by

cancellation carriers (Tec) to accommodate more than one OFDM symbol (i.e. Tec > T ). This

technique is called extended active interference cancellation (EAIC). As a result, a considerable

reduction in the OOB emissions can be achieved. However, other performance metrics must be
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considered when obtaining an interference reduction technique. For instance, using < Af 

means that the cancellation subcarriers and data subcarriers are not orthogonal anymore which 

introduces ICl to all data subcarriers (one of the main advantages of OFDM is lost). Also, using 

Tec > T' will introduce ISI for OFDM symbols (another main advantage of OFDM is lost). As a 

result, a severe BER degradation is expected, which is not acceptable in practical communication 

systems. The Authors propose a so-called “EAIC-H” technique to limit the BER degradation by 

keeping (jee = T). However, BER degradation is large for considerable OOB emissions 

reduction. Furthermore, in [58], they propose a so-called “EAIC-IC” technique in which an 

interference constraint is added to control the BER degradation. In this work, Afcc > Af and 

Tcc > T. Therefore, the only difference between the EAIC and EAIC-IC is the addition of an 

interference constraint to the optimization problem (per symbol optimization). This hugely 

increases the computational complexity of the system. In addition, BER degradation is kept very 

high compared to conventional OFDM. Moreover, in [59], they propose a so-called “EAIC-CP” 

in which Tcc = However, as Afcc > Af , they still need to add an interference constraint to the 

optimization problem. Again, very large computational complexity and high BER degradation 

are not acceptable. The description of these techniques is given in Table 3-7.

Table 3-7; A comparisons of AlC-based techniques.

Technique T‘ cc Afcc ISI ICI Suitability for real-time applications

AIC T Af No No No

EAIC > T >Af Yes Yes No

EAlC-H T >Af No Yes No

EAIC-IC > T >Af Yes Yes No

EAIC-CP T >Af No Yes No
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Due to the large computational complexity, as well as, the severe BER degradation, these 

techniques are not suitable for practical OFDM systems. Much simpler techniques such as 

windowing, can achieve better OOB emissions reduction without severely degrading the 

performance of the communication system.

3.2.2.4 Constellation mapping (CM)

In the CM technique [60], data symbols are grouped into two transmit symbols (pairs). Each pair 

is, then, mapped to an out-of phase pair (0 = n) in the expanded constellation set. For example, 

an approach for mapping BPSK to QPSK is shown in Table 3-8. With this mapping scheme, the 

OOB emissions of each pair are significantly reduced as the sidelobes of the first subcarrier are 

mostly cancelled by the sidelobes of the second subcarrier. This is only valid if there is no CP 

(Tg — 0) . However, a degradation in the OOB reduction is expected when > 0 (not 

addressed in [60]). For higher order modulations (M-PSK and M-QAM), this degradation can be 

mitigated by choosing the phase difference (0) closer to the optimal based on Tg. For certain Tg, 

the optimal phase difference can be obtained to keep the OOB emissions of one pair to the 

minimum. However, this degrades the BER performance. More importantly, PAPR increase is 

expected as the sequences after mapping are highly correlated. To evaluate the performance of 

the CM technique, the mapping approach presented in Table 3-8 is simulated. Degradation in the 

reduction performance is observed as Tg increases. This can be seen clearly in Figure 3-8, 

Figure 3-9 , and Figure 3-10. This is because the sidelobes of different subcarriers are not aligned 

as Tg > 0, hence, the out-of phase contributions of adjacent subcarriers do not cancel each other 

effectively. In addition to BER degradation due to constellation expansion, the main 

disadvantage of the CM technique is the large PAPR increase as shown in Figure 3-11. This 

PAPR degradation causes in-band distortion as well as OOB emissions re-growth due to clipping
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and power amplifier non-linearity which may undo the impact of the CM technique. Evaluation 

metrics for the CM technique are listed in Table 3-9.

Table 3-8: A mapping approach from BPSK to QPSK.

Original constellation Original data pair Mapping pair Expanded constellation

-1 1
• •

1,1 a, c

•

•d

1,-1 b, d

-1,1 c, a

-1,-1 d, b

-300 -200 -100 0 100 200 300
subcarrier index,

Figure 3-8; The PSD enhancement after using the CM technique {Tg = Tq/16).
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Figure 3-9: The PSD enhancement after using the CM technique (Tg = Tq/8).

Figure 3-10: The PSD enhancement after using the CM technique (Tg = Tq/4).
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Figure 3-11: The impact of using the CM technique on PAPR. 

Table 3-9: Performance evaluation metrics for the CM technique.

Evaluation metric V alue/Description

1

Vt 1

Suitability for real-time applications Yes

OOB emissions reduction capability High when Tg « Tq

PAPR degradation High

Signalling information Not needed.

Due to the large PAPR increase, the CM technique is considered not suitable for practical 

OFDM systems.
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3.2.2.5 Constellation expansion (CE)

In the CE technique [61], the symbols of a modulation scheme that modulates k bits/symbol and 

consisting of 2^ constellation points are mapped to a modulation scheme that modulates (k + 1) 

bits/symbol and consisting of constellation points (in the expanded constellation, there are 

two points associated with each point in the original constellation). For example, consider 

mapping QPSK symbols to 8-PSK symbols as shown in Figure 3-12. Note that, point a is 

associated with and 02- Assuming that it is needed to transmit OFDM symbol consisting of N 

subcarriers, each subcarrier can take either a, b, c, or d. Each data symbol is mapped to any of its 

associated points on a random basis (i.e. there are 2^ different combinations that can be obtained 

for tbe original OFDM sequence {N data symbols)). The idea of the CE technique is to calculate 

the OOB emissions for different combinations and choose the sequence with the minimum OOB 

emissions for transmission. This is not a feasible real time approach if the possible 2^ 

combinations are to be searched for the lowest OOB emissions, each time an OFDM symbol is to 

be sent. Hence, authors in [61] reduce this computational complexity by limiting the number of 

scanned combinations to 2^ (E < N) and by introducing an interference threshold. If the 

calculated OOB power level of the new sequence is less than the interference threshold, this 

expanded sequence is chosen for transmission. But, if the limit on the number of iterations is 

reached (without obtaining an expanded sequence with OOB power below the interference 

threshold), the sequence with the lowest interference level is chosen for transmission. This 

process is repeated over all the OFDM symbols. It should be noted that the computational 

complexity of the CE technique is directly dependant on the value of L and the interference 

threshold. However, the performance of this technique is particularly poor in terms of OOB 

emissions reduction for large values of N (N > 16). In addition, as symbols are mapped to a 

higher constellation, BER degradation is expected. Evaluation metrics for the CE technique are
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listed in Table 3-10. It can be observed that the CE technique is not suitable for real-time OFDM 

systems as it involves excessive computations. In addition, it does not provide high OOB 

emissions reduction.

It will be shown in Chapter 5 that the performance of this technique can be enhanced 

dramatically.

\

V
/ \

h*
(I

Figure 3-12: A mapping approach from QPSK to 8-PSK. 

Table 3-10: Evaluation metrics for the CE technique.

Evaluation metric Value/Description

r]s 1

Vt 1

Suitability for real-time applications No

OOB emissions reduction capability Low

PAPR degradation Low

Signalling information Not needed.

3.2.2.6 Subcarrier weighting (SW)

In the SW technique [62, 63], OFDM subcarriers are multiplied with real-valued weighting

factors. Optimal weighting factors (1 < m < N), are determined by minimizing the OOB

power of the weighted OFDM symbol. Weighting factors can vary from < dm ^ 9imx - The
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selection of ^nd ^max's important as it directly controls the OOB emissions reduction as 

well as BER performance. Lower ^min allows better reduction capability but introduces higher 

BER degradation. In [62], two constraints are added to the optimization problem in order to 

ensure that other performance metrics are not dramatically degraded. The first constraint ensures 

that the power of the data symbols before and after applying the S W technique remains the same. 

The second constraint ensures that 1 < m < N are real-valued and lie between pre-defmed 

limits (i.e. 0 < ^ 9m ^ 9max)- However, solving the optimization problem in [62] with 2

constraints for each OFDM symbol bugely increases the computational complexity of the system 

which is undesirable. Also, this work is studied only without considering the CP. If the CP is to 

be considered, the computational complexity of the system increases and, more importantly, the 

interference reduction capability is reduced. Performance evaluation metrics for the SW 

technique are listed in Table 3-11. It can be concluded that the SW technique is not suitable for 

real-time OFDM systems as it involves complex optimizations.

One of the main contributions of this research is calculating the weighting factors for a large 

number of weighted subcarriers with few computations as will be illustrated in Chapter 7.

Table 3-11: Evaluation metrics for the SW technique.

Evaluation metric Value/Description

Vs 1

Vt 1

Suitability for real-time applications No

OOB emissions reduction capability Moderate

PAPR degradation Low

Signalling information Not needed.
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3.2.2.7 Multiple choice sequences (MCS)

The principle of MCS [64] is to map the original transmission sequence into another transmission 

sequence, which has lower OOB emissions with respect to the original sequence. For each OFDM 

symbol, a number of sequences (P) are generated by interleaving, introducing random phase 

shifts, or by any other approach. One drawback of the MCS technique is the need of signalling 

information as the receiver should know (for each OFDM symbol) how the original symbol is 

mapped at the transmitter. Another drawback is that the OOB emissions reduction is only high 

when the number of the scanned sequences is large. That means calculating the OOB emissions 

should be performed P + 1 times. Authors in [64], defined the OOB region with W = 1 

subcarriers spacings at each side of OFDM spectrum. Each subcarrier spacing is sampled 

uniformly with S = 10 samples. The performance of the MCS in [64] is only shown for a small 

number of subcarriers A = 24 and the CP is not considered (Tg — 0). However, in the case of 

larger A (e.g. A = 256), the number of generated sequences P should be increased to achieve 

reasonable OOB emissions reduction. Also, considering the CP, the values of W and S should be 

changed to capture the actual variations of the OOB emissions. This technique would increase the 

required number of computations at the transmitter as 2VESA(P + 1) complex multiplications 

and 2WS{N — 1)(P + 1) complex additions are needed for each OFDM symbol. Performance 

evaluation metrics for the MCS technique are listed in Table 3-12.

It can be concluded that the MCS technique can be introduced for practical implementations 

due to its simplicity (does not involve complex optimization). However, for time-efficient 

implementation, calculating the OOB emissions should be performed with the minimum number 

of computations. This is not addressed in the literature. However, in this thesis, it will be shown 

that the OOB emissions can be calculated with few computations using two different methods 

described in Chapters 4 and 5.
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Table 3-12: Evaluation metrics for the MCS technique.

Evaluation metric Value/Description

Vs 1

Vt 1

Suitability for real-time applications Yes

OOB emissions reduction capability Moderate

PAPR degradation Low

Signalling information Needed

3.2.2.8 Signal continuity approaches

Time domain techniques (discussed previously in Section 3.2.1) are mainly introduced to provide

smooth signal transition between successive OFDM symbols. Authors in [65] reserve some

subcarriers for this purpose (these subcarriers are not used for data transmission). The reserved

subcarriers (RS) are modulated with complex values. These values are obtained to ensure that the

Oth-order and a few higher-order derivatives are continuous at the transition instant between the

tth and the (t —l)th OFDM symbols. However, not every choice for the RS (number and

locations within OFDM subcarriers) yields a practically implementable transmitter. The average

power for the RS may reach unacceptable levels. To keep the transmit power within limits, the

number of RS (A/r^) should be large enough to maintain the /cth-order derivative continuity. In

addition, locating RS within OFDM subcarriers should be done properly as it directly controls the

ability of satisfying continuity conditions practically. However, these parameters are not

addressed in [65] and simulation results are shown for = Ai/10 and RS are distributed

uniformly. Simulation results show that this approach can achieve high OOB emissions reduction

at the expense of increased computational complexity at the transmitter. Due to the difficulties of

properly choosing N[fs and its distribution, the authors introduce another suggestion in [66]. In
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this work (K'-continous OFDM), all OFDM subcarriers (A/) are used for data transmission. The 

continuity of the first /cth-order derivatives is achieved by superimposing designed in-band 

interference to the original OFDM symbols. Therefore, OOB emissions can be well reduced but 

at the cost of high computational complexity as well as changing OFDM transceiver structure to 

counteract imposing noise to OFDM symbols. In [67], a so-called extended-cyclic prefix OFDM 

(ECP-OFDM) scheme is proposed to reduce the OOB emissions considerably with lower 

computational complexity compared with the /f-continous OFDM scheme. The time continuity 

between successive OFDM symbols is kept by letting the first M samples of the CP of the tth 

OFDM symbol equal to the first M samples in the previous OFDM symbol. This is done by 

superimposing an in-band interference to OFDM data symbols. OOB emission reduction 

capability increases as M increases, however, that reduces as each OFDM symbol duration is 

extended byT^. In addition, an iterative receiver is proposed to cancel the in-band interference 

which increases the receiver complexity. Moreover, one drawback of the iterative receiver is that 

it may suffer from error propagation when there are errors in demodulation. Performance metrics 

for signal continuity approaches are listed in Table 2-13 . It can observed that existing signal 

continuity techniques provide the best performance in terms of OOB emissions reduction 

capability (compared with all other interference reduction techniques). But, due to increasing the 

complexity of the OFDM transceiver dramatically as well as degrading other performance 

metrics, these techniques are not suitable for practical implementations for OFDM systems.
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Table 3-13: Evaluation metrics for signal continuity approaches.

Evaluation metric RS /^-continuous ECP-OFDM

Vs
(N - N,s)

N
1 1

Vt 1 1
T

T + T^

Suitability for real-time applications No No No

OOB emissions reduction capability High High High

PAPR degradation Not addressed

Signalling information Not needed

3.2.2.9 Cancellation carriers (CCs)

The concept of CCs has been proposed for OOB emissions reduction in [68, 69] . Subcarriers at

the edges of OFDM spectrum (M at each side) are reserved for OOB emissions cancellation while

the remaining subcarriers are used for data transmission. CCs carry complex weighting factors

that are determined to mitigate the OOB emissions. This concept is similar to the AIC concept

[56] but the weighting factors are calculated differently. First, for each OFDM symbol, the OOB

emissions should be calculated for a certain number of subcarrier spacings (W) in the OOB

regions with (S) samples per subcarrier spacing. Then, weighting factors are calculated by

solving a linear least squares problem with quadratic inequality constraint. This optimization has

to be performed for each OFDM symbol. This greatly increases the computational complexity of

the system. In [70, 71], another algorithms based on the concept of CCs are proposed in order to

reduce this large computational complexity. These algorithm provides less OOB emissions

reduction compared with [68] for the same number of CCs. But, it does not take into account the

existence of the CP. However, considering the CP will severely degrade the reduction
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performance. In [72], CCs carriers are calculated using genetic algorithms. A genetic algorithm is 

a search technique that is employed to iteratively find the optimal solution given large solution 

spaces. Authors in [72] provide three different fitness functions that can be optimized using 

genetic algorithms to reduce the OOB emissions. However, the computational complexity of 

applying the genetic algorithm approach is extremely large taking into account that this has to be 

done for each OFDM symbol.

It is shown in [72] that the execution time using the AG algorithm approach is much higher 

than the case of the optimal solution described in [68]. This means that there is no need for 

obtaining the weighting factors using genetic algorithms. Evaluation metrics for the optimal CCs 

technique are shown in Table 2-14. It can be concluded that the CCs is a promising technique as 

it enables better utilization for the available spectrum. In OFDM-based standards, guard bands are 

introduced at the borders of the assigned spectrum to avoid interfering with neighbouring 

systems. The CCs technique can be used in these guard bands while keeping all in-band 

subcarriers for data transmission (signalling information is not needed in this case). It also 

provides high interference reduction capability and it can be combined with other techniques to 

achieve further reduction. However, the main problem with CCs is the need for solving complex 

optimizations which limits the suitability for real-time applications.

One of the main contributions of this research is calculating the modulating symbols for a 

large number of CCs with few computations as will be illustrated in Chapter 6.
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Table 3-14: Evaluation metrics for the optimal CCs technique.

Evaluation metric V'alue/Description

Vs
N -2M

N

Vt 1

Suitability for real-time applications No

OOB emissions reduction capability High

PAPR degradation Low

Signalling information Needed / Not needed

3.3 Combining Different OOB Emissions Reduction Techniques

It is clear that each OOB emissions reduction technique has its own drawbacks. The drawbacks of 

a technique or another can be mitigated by combining different techniques together. For example, 

the CCs is combined with the AST technique in [73]. The CCs technique is also combined with 

the shaping technique in [40, 74, 75]. Some combinations may lead to better OOB emissions 

reduction. However, the key point here is that combining techniques that themselves are 

individually not suitable for real-time applications such as [73, 76] means that the resulting 

combination itself will not be suitable for real-time applications. However on a general point, 

combining different techniques together may result in may result a more efficient use of the 

available resources. But, this is beyond the scope of this research.

3.4 Research Challenges

It can be observed from the literature review that there are multiple existing techniques for OOB 

emissions reduction. These techniques are in the time and frequency domains. They have 

different advantages and disadvantages. These techniques have been systematically evaluated
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using the metrics developed at the beginning of the chapter. Based on these evaluations, a 

number of observations can be made:

• Some OOB emissions reduction techniques cannot be used in practical OFDM systems 

as they provide either severe BER degradation, PAPR increase, or both.

• Addressing the impact of using OOB emissions reduction techniques on PAPR is, in 

the main, ignored in the literature. However, it should be considered as some 

techniques may result in PAPR increase and this may lead to OOB emissions re

growth.

• Many techniques can provide excellent OOB emissions reduction but, unfortunately, 

they cannot be used in real-time applications due to the complex optimizations which 

have to be performed for each OFDM symbol.

• Most of the related work reported in the literature focuses on introducing new ideas 

for OOB emissions reduction without targeting real-time applications.

Based on these observations, the goals of this research are established. This research aimed 

to introduce new solutions for OOB emissions reduction that can (1) provide reliable 

communication between OFDM transmitters and receivers, (2) enable high OOB emissions 

reduction capability and (3) keep the complexity added to the OFDM systems to minimum so 

that it might be introduced for real-time applications.

3.5 Summary

In this chapter, evaluation metrics have been presented in order to investigate the impact of using 

any OOB emissions reduction technique on system performance. In addition, an extensive survey 

of the interference reduction techniques proposed in the literature is presented with evaluation. 

Based on these evaluations, the research objectives have been established.
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The next chapter presents the first contribution of this research. A scheme for increasing the 

throughput of OFDM system while having OOB emissions reduction is investigated.
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Chapter 4

Windowed OFDM without Cyclic- 
Prefix

4.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, it is shown that the windowing teehnique can achieve large OOB 

emissions reduction. It is therefore a very attractive technique and an obvious place to begin 

work. However the OOB emissions reduction comes at the expense of decreasing system 

throughput. In this chapter, a method for overcoming the decrease in throughput of the system 

while maintaining considerable OOB emissions reduction is proposed. The CP is removed to 

increase system throughput while windowing is applied to increase the spectral efficiency.

At the receiver, samples in the shaping extension are used to restore part of the cyclicity 

information missing in the tth received symbol. Furthermore, optimally weighted samples of the 

(t + l)th symbol are used to restore the remaining part of the cyclicity information with some 

residual error. Simulation results show that high OOB emissions reduction can be achieved with 

slight BER degradation while the complexity added to the standard OFDM transceiver is low.

As discussed in Chapter 1, a CP of length (Ng') larger than the channel impulse response (L) 

should be added to each OFDM symbol (1) to avoid introducing inter-symbol interference (ISI) 

between adjacent OFDM symbols and (2) to enable simple equalization at the receiver. Extending 

the duration of each OFDM symbol can be seen as throughput loss. Authors in [77] proposed an 

algorithm to mitigate the ISI caused by the use of insufficient CP (i.e. Ng < L ). However, this

algorithm gives good performance only if the ISI power is much smaller than the signal power
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(i.e. the difference between L and Ng is moderate). Based on this algorithm, another method is 

proposed in [78] to overcome this limitation by adding a weighted version of the (i + l)th 

received symbol to the tth received symbol in order to have the most reliable estimation.

In this chapter, windowed (shaped) OFDM symbols are considered, where the CP is entirely 

removed to increase the effective throughput. The shaping is done in a way that enables efficient 

CP reconstruction with low complexity as well as reducing the OOB emissions considerably.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: the system model and the proposed shaping 

scheme are explained in Section 4.2. Section 4.3 describes the proposed CP reconstruction 

algorithm. Simulation results are presented in Section 4.4. Chapter summary and conclusions are 

presented in Section 4.5.

4.2 Shaping Scheme and System Model

Shaping of OFDM symbols can happen in a number of different ways. The OFDM symbols can 

for example be extended from both sides, where each extension is of length W. This extension is 

introduced in order not to provide ISl at the receiver. The symbols are extended in order not 

introduce ISl to OFDM symbols at the receiver. A window is applied to the extended symbol 

while the CP is kept unshaped. Then, the shaped OFDM symbols are partially overlapped as 

shown in Figure 4-1. This is the case in [48, 79] (conventional shaping). In this chapter, a 

different shaping scheme is proposed. OFDM symbols are extended only from one side and the 

CP is totally removed. Then, a shaping window is applied to this extended symbol and OFDM 

symbols are not overlapped, as shown in Figure 4-2. As will be shown later, by applying this 

shaping scheme, a considerable reduction in the OOB emissions is achieved, and the system 

becomes less redundant since the effective length in Figure 4-1 is W + N + Ng while it is 

reduced to A1 -I- VF in Figure 4-2.
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In an OFDM system, the data stream is divided into blocks of length N and modulated by an 

N-point IFFT. For the ith transmitted symbol, the time domain sequence as output of IFFT is 

given by:

N-l

0<k<N.
n=0

(4.1)

Prefix
extcn&ion t p (1* PoMflX

exicasion

w v, : V w

la)

(bl

Figure 4-1: Conventional shaping, (a) An extended OFDM symbol, (b) Overlapped OFDM symbols.

Figure 4-2: Proposed shaping, (a) An extended OFDM symbol, (b) Non-overlapped OFDM symbols.
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In the proposed approach, a shaping extension of length W is appended to the head of the symbol

as:

yi,k =
^i,(k+N-W)> 0 <k <IV 

W <k<M, (4.2)

where M — N + W. Extended symbol samples, yj fe, are shaped with windowing samples and 

0 < k < M. Then, the OFDM symbols are transmitted over a multi-path fading (wireless) channel 

of length L with additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) rii k. In this work, 7?^ is chosen to belong 

to the raised-cosine window with roll-off factor )3 and hence, W — f^N. Another window type in 

[80] can also be used. In general, the proposed algorithm works properly with any window that 

satisfies the following conditions:

0 < /?k < 1, 0<k<M. (4.3)

= 1. W <k< N. (4.4)

kk + k^+k = 1- 0<k <W. (4.5)

kk < kfj^i^, 0<k <W. (4.6)

kk — k^-i-ki 0<k <W. (4.7)

Conditions in (4.3), (4.4), and (4.5) are specifically needed to achieve efficient CP reconstruction. 

Conditions (4.6) and (4.7) are needed to have a smooth temporal transition between adjacent 

OFDM symbols. Figure 4-3 shows how the raised cosine window satisfies these conditions.

At the receiver side, the discrete-time signal of ith received symbol can be expressed as 

A=k l=L

n.k = ^

^ (li ^i.{k-l) ^ 0 < k < L

1=0 
l = L

l = k+l

hi + rii i^,
1 = 0

L<k <W,
(4.8)
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where /i; are the channel path gains, Zj ^ = y; and ri; ^ represents the additive white 

Gaussian noise (AWGN). Restoring the cyclicity for OFDM symbols is discussed in the 

following section.

R(k)

(c)

Figure 4-3 Conditions (4.3), (4.4), and (4.6) hold in (a), (b) Illustrates condition (4.5). (c) Illustrates
condition (4.7).

4.3 CP Reconstruction Algorithm

a) At the receiver, after performing synchronization and channel estimation, CP 

reconstruction is done in two steps: removing the ISI and restoring the cyclicity. The ISI 

caused by the (t — l)th OFDM symbol to the ith symbol can be removed simply by 

subtracting the contribution of the (i — l)th symbol from the first L samples of the ith 

symbol. The ISI is computed using the CSI, window shape available at the receiver and 

the data symbol estimates which are obtained after demodulating the (i — l)th

OFDM symbol. After ISl removal, cyclicity restoration for the proposed shaping scheme
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can be achieved in two steps: Adding the first W samples (ISI free) of the ith received 

symbol to the end of the ith received symbol. This compensates for the effect of shaping 

within the symbol itself The proof is given later in Subsection 4.3.2. 

b) As the first L samples of the (i + l)th received symbol contain a certain amount of 

information needed to restore the cyclicity, a weighted version of these samples is added 

to the first unshaped L samples (W < k < L) of the ith received symbol. Weighting is 

done because these L samples also contain a contribution from the (i + l)th transmitted 

symbol.

Figure 4-4 Cyclicity reconstruction steps.

Figure 4-4 shows steps a) and b) for the ith received symbol. After the addition (step b)), 

there is still a residual error in these L samples due to weighting. In [78], an iterative receiver is 

employed to recover this error. However, in the case of shaping, it is important to note that this 

residual error can be insignificant based on the extension length IV, and the iterative process is 

not needed anymore.

In this work, the effect of extension length on the residual error is also explored by focusing 

on the amount of information required to restore the cyclicity after performing step a). This 

information is divided between the first L samples of the (i + l)th received symbol (Cj+i) and
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the first unshaped L samples of the I'th received symbol (Lj). Actually, the amount of information 

required for cyclicity restoration that exists in Lj+i samples depends on the information available 

in Li samples. Due to windowing, ifW > L then the last L samples of the ith transmitted symbol 

are multiplied (shaped) by small values (i.e. cyclicity information in L; samples is much higher 

than cyclicity information in Lj+i samples) and, hence, step b) becomes insignificant. Therefore, 

the use of an iterative receiver is not needed when Vf > L. This is because most of cyclicity 

information is restored after performing b).

For example, let us say that W = 2L,L — 32 and is shaped with = O-l-

From equation (4.5), must be shaped with R
(M-N--) (M-N--)

L= 1 - V/'., L\ = 0.9 and from 
(M-jj

equation (4.2), y. u- Then, before performing b), the reconstructed symbol
{M-N—-) (m—“)

L

contains about 92% of the contribution of this sample (y^^ r^) as 0.9 + “ 0.9242,

assuming that the channel path gains are equally powered. After performing step b), apparently, 

this percentage will increase and, hence, most of the contribution of this sample is restored 

without performing any iterative process.

However, it is the designer’s choice either to use (W « L) which increases the effective 

throughput at the expense of increasing the receiver complexity by adopting an iterative receiver, 

as in [78], or to use a larger W (W < L) so that the standard OFDM demodulator can be used 

with low additional complexity (compared to iterative processing complexity). It is also important 

to note that larger W results in better spectral efficiency, as will be shown in Section 4.4.

4.3.1 Reconstruction algorithm

The CP reconstruction algorithm can be described as follows:

1) Apply (V-point IFFT to the data symbol estimates, to obtain fe.

2) Remove the ISI from r, as:
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'i.k
(0) = I ~ ^(i-i),(M+k-0 > 0 < k < L

l=k+l

'i,k L<k<M. (4.9)

3) Add the first W samples to the last W samples of as:

(0) 0<k<N
'' N<k<M. (4.10)

Now these W samples of fj can be expressed as a linear convolution between Xj ^ 

and hi , hence, the cyclicity is restored for these W samples regarless of the window type 

and length. This will be proven in Subsection 4.3.2.

4) Remove the first W samples of f; ^ (1)

5) Add a weighted version of f samples to L; in as:

' (2) ^ n+i,k. 0<k <L
L<k<N, (4.11)

where

Uk =
^k

ttk + bfe' (4.12)

ak= |h, V+k-i)l - 0<k<L,
l=k + l

(4.13)

1 = 0

^k — y \hi , 0 < k < L. (4.14)

Derivation of the optimal coefficients cr^. is given later in Subsection 4.3.3.

6) Equalize and demodulate the data symbols fj to obtain
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is the most reliable estimate of „ without employing any iteration. However, if the 

iterative process is to be adopted then:

7) Apply A-point IFFT to obtain

8) Set the iteration index / to 1.

9) Restore the cyclicity of the ith received symbol as:

n.k
I y' H) I

(/ + 2) _ J 'i.k ^

y. (1)
’i,k ' L<k <N.

l=k+l
(4.15)

where and is related to as in equation (4.2).

10) Equalize and demodulate the data symbols to obtain

1 1) For more iteration, transform into time domain symbol increase / by

one, and go to step 9).

4.3.2 Proof of step 3)

When {W < L), let represents the feth sample of the first W samples in equation (4.9),

dk = ^ y^k-i) l^(k-i), 0 < k < W,

1=0

(4.16)

and Ck represents the kth sample of the last W samples in equation (4.9),

— yi.ik-l) ^(k-1). N < k < M. (4.17)
1 = 0

Let /k: = dk + e(k+v)- (0 < k < W), hence

k L
fk - yiik-l) R(k-l) + ^ yi,(W+k-i) ^(W + k-0- 

1 = 0 1 = 0

(4.18)

Using (4.2), yi,k = yi,(w+k). (0 < A: < VF)
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A. L,

fk =^hi yi,(^k-v, [^(k-0 + R{N+k-l)] + ^ ViXN+k-l) ^(Af+k-O- (4.19)

1=0 l=k+l

Based on equations (4.4) and (4.5),

L
fk = ^ yi,{N+k-i)' 0 < k < w, (4.20)

Let

9k f(k-N) ~  ̂ yi.(k-i)> N < k < N + W.

1 = 0

(4.21)

Using equation (4.2), it can be expressed as:

L
9k='^^l N -W < k < N,

1 = 0

(4.22)

which is a linear convolution of Xj ^ and /i^.

For (W > L) the proof is the same except equations (4.16), (4.18), and (4.19) are replaced by 

equations (4.23), (4.24), and (4.25) respectively.

^

n.

^ di yiXk-l) ^(k-i) 0 < k < L

1 = 0 
L
^ di yi,{k-i) ^{k-D L < k < W,

(4.23)

fK = {

n. n.
^ hi yi.{k-l) ^(k-l) ^ yi,(Af+k-i) ^(A/+k-/)

1=0 1=0
L

+ Z hi yi,{N+k~l) /^(Af+k-/)< 

l=k+l
L L
^ hi yiXk-l) l^(k-l) ^ yi,(Af+k-i) ^iN+k-l)' L < k < w,

0<k<L

''i = 0 (4.24)
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fK = {

n.
^ yi,(fc-;) [^(k-0 + ^(N+k-l)]

1 = 0
L

+ ^ yt.iN+k-i) l^(N+k-i)> 0 < k < L

^ /l; yi,{k-l) [l^(k-l) + ^(/V+k-/)]. L < k <W. 

w=o (4.25)

Hence, the cyclicity is restored for the last W samples regardless of the extension length.

4.3.3 Optimal weighting coefficients

The weighting coefficients are obtained to minimize the interference power in equation 

(4.11). For simplicity, it is assumed that the samples of X; ^ are independent, identically 

distributed with variance P5, the ISl removal in step 2) is perfect, and the noise n; ^ is neglected. 

The first L of r; can be described as follows:

L n.
^k = ^ yi,(lV+k-0 + “k ^ y(i+l),(k-i) l^(k-l)

1=0 1=0

+ (“k ~ 1) / yi,(M + k-l) l^(M + k-l)i (0 < k < L)
/irii (4.26)

The first term is the signal of interest and all other terms cause interference. Hence, the 

interference power P(k) is given by:

P(/c) = P51 ttk^ ^|/ii/?(k-()| + (ctk ~ 1)^ ^ 1^;/^(M+k-ol (4.27)

i = 0 i=k+l

Equation (4.11) can effectively reduce the interference power where the optimal is obtained 

by setting the derivative of P(k) with respect to to zero:
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dP(k) 
da

2̂ 1 2
~ ^\hi R^k-i)\ + 2(afc — 1) ^ |/i(/?(jv^+fc_()| =0. (4.28)

^ ( = 0 ( = fe + l

The solution of this equation is as obtained in equations (4.12), (4.13), and (4.14). In the ease 

of VT = 0 (i.e. successive OFDM symbols without CP), is the same as obtained in [78].

4.4 Simulation Results

In this work, an OFDM system is considered with 256 subcarriers (N — 256), without CP, and 

with QPSK modulation. Shaping is done using the raised cosine window with roll-off factor)?. 

Simulation results are based on transmitting an OFDM frame of length 2000 symbols. A four- 

path Rayleigh fading channel with an exponentially decaying power profile is assumed. The 

average path gains is given by 10 log (e~ ^ /t^avg'^ where the path delays areii = [0,8,16,32] 

and the average channel delay is Havg = 16. The maximum Doppler frequency is 0 Hz, 

assuming that the channel is static over each OFDM symbol. The parameters are chosen 

somewhat randomly here to represent any relevant channel. Any other range of parameters could 

equally be chosen. The purpose of running these simulations is to show that the general concept 

works.

The number of additional additions and multiplications are shown in Table 4-1. It can be 

seen that the proposed algorithm requires minor modifications for the standard OFDM receiver.

Table 4-1: Complexity added to the standard OFDM receiver by the proposed algorithm.

Algorithm step no. of multiplications no. of additions

L 1
2) 2(^ + 1) 2(L + 1)

3) 0 w

5) 1(214-4) 41(1 4- 1)
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Figure 4-5 gives the BER for different W! w'ithout any iterative processing where the BER 

of unshaped OFDM symbols with CP is considered as the lower bound. It is clear that larger I/F 

result in lower BER. This is because residual error while restoring the cyclicity becomes less as 

W increases.

Figure 4-5: The BER performance for different VJ.

Figure 4-6 shows that step b) improves the performance especially for small W. If VF > L, 

the performance of the proposed windowing scheme becomes close to the conventional 

windowing (presented in Chapter 2). Therefore, steps a) and b) become insignificant and should 

be omitted in order not to degrade the BER performance. The strength of the proposed algorithm 

is restoring most the cyclicity information with low additional complexity when W < L.
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Figure 4-6: The impact of using the proposed reconstruction algorithm on BER.

Most importantly, the impact of the proposed windowing scheme on the PSD for different 

window extensions is shown in Figure 4-7. It can be seen that large OOB emissions reduction 

can be achieved (for large values of/V) with small values of/? {W = PN). The system 

throughput is reduced by factor (noting that Tg=0). As the CP is considered in the definition

of rjf, let us define rjp as the ratio between OFDM symbol duration Tq excluding the guard 

interval Tg and the overall OFDM symbols duration. As the OFDM symbols are not overlapping 

in the proposed windowing scheme, there is no PAPR increase. Table 4-2 shows a comparison 

between the proposed windowing scheme and the conventional widowing. It can be observed 

that the proposed solution provides better throughput. In addition, it does not lead to PAPR 

increase unlike the conventional windowing.
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Figure 4-7: TFie PSD for different shaping extensions.

Table 4-2: Performnace evaluation comparison between the conventional and the proposed windowing
schemes.

Evaluation metric Conventional windowing Proposed windowing

1 1

Vt'
To 1

il+P){To+Tg) 1 + P

Suitability for real-time applications Yes Yes

OOB emissions reduction capability High High

PAPR degradation Low No PAPR degradation

Signalling information
The shaping factor y? should be known at the receiver to correctly

demodulate the received signal.
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4.5 Summary and Conclusions

This chapter presents an efficient CP reconstruction algorithm for shaped OFDM systems without 

using CP. The shaping is done in a certain way to decrease the time redundancy and, at the same 

time, to simplify the cyclicity restoration. The cyclicity of the tth received symbol is restored by 

using the shaping prefix and a weighted version of the (t + l)th received symbol. Estimation of 

the optimal weighting coefficients is presented. Simulation results show that this method achieves 

high OOB emissions reduction with slight BER degradation without any iterative process.

This technique is the first output in this research and published in IEEE GLOBECOM 2010 

[81]. It can be considered better than the conventional windowing. But, it requires a very accurate 

channel estimation and error propagation may occur if there is a slight time shift as OFDM 

symbols are demodulated dependently (as the estimation of the ith OFDM symbol and the 

channel estimation are used for ISI removal from the (i + l)th symbol (step 2)). The well-known 

Schmidl and Cox synchronization algorithm [26] is modified to work properly with the proposed 

windowing scheme. The modified version enables accurate synchronization and channel 

estimation only if the gain of first path gain (of the channel) is stronger than other path gains, 

otherwise, the modified version cannot work properly. Therefore, it is decided not to go further in 

this direction as there is no need to implement a system which is not robust and sensitive to 

timing synchronization errors.

The solution proposed in this chapter meets two out of the main three goals of this research. 

It enables high OOB emissions reduction and without involving excessive computations. But, 

unfortunately, it results in unreliable communication between OFDM transmitters and receivers 

due to the need for accurate timing synchronization.

This solution tried to enhance the performance of OOB emissions reduction techniques in the 

time domain. In the next chapter, enhancing the performance of one of the existing frequency 

domain techniques will be presented.
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Chapter 5

OOB Emissions Reduction using 
Advanced Constellation Expansion

5.1 Introduction

Many frequency domain techniques proposed in the literature for OOB emissions reduction can 

achieve large reduction at the expense of performing complex optimizations. One technique that 

does not require performing optimizations is the constellation expansion (CE) technique [61]. As 

discussed in Chapter 3, this technique provides reliable communications between OFDM 

transmitters and receivers. But, unfortunately, it requires computing the OOB emissions a large 

number of times for each OFDM symbol. However because of its ability to achieve large OOB 

emissions reduction, this technique was selected for further investigation which led to the 

proposal of many ideas to enhance its performance. These ideas form the core of this chapter.

The concept of the constellation expansion was originally introduced for reducing the PAPR 

in OFDM systems in [82]. The same approach is then introduced for reducing the OOB emissions 

for OFDM systems in [61]. Mapping the symbols from the original constellation to the extended 

constellation is done in a random manner. Then, the OOB emissions are calculated at many points 

in the OOB region for many randomly generated sequences. Finally, the sequence that results in 

the lowest OOB emissions is chosen for transmission. For this technique, in order to enable 

considerable OOB emissions reduction, many sequences have to generated and tested for each 

OFDM symbol. This is the main disadvantage of the CE technique. In this chapter, the mapping
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is done in a certain way that requires much less computations and, surprisingly, results in better 

OOB emissions reduction.

The first contribution of this chapter is proposing a technique (called advanced constellation 

expansion (ACE)) that provides excellent OOB emissions reduction and does not involve 

excessive computations. The second contribution is to show how PAPR reduction techniques can 

be combined with the proposed ACE technique. The third contribution is proposing a new 

method for calculating the OOB emissions. This method enables real-time implementation for the 

ACE technique. The fourth contribution is implementing the proposed methods in a software 

defined radio and testing its suitability for real-time transmissions.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: The proposed ACE algorithm is discussed in 

Section 5.2 and combined with PAPR reduction techniques in Section 5.3. Simulation results are 

explained in Section 5.4. The platform used for Implementation is illustrated in Section 5.5. A 

novel method for calculating the OOB emissions is presented in Section 5.5. implementation 

details and performance evaluation are presented in Sections 5.6 and 5.7, respectively. Finally, 

chapter summary and conclusions are given in Sections and 5.8

5.2 The Proposed ACE Technique

In the CE technique [61], the symbol of a modulation scheme (e.g. QAM, PSK) consisting of 2^

constellation points is mapped to a modulation scheme consisting of constellation points. In

the expanded constellation, there are two points associated with each point in the original

constellation. For example, let us consider mapping QPSK symbols to 8-PSK symbols as shown

in Figure 5-1. Note that, point a is associated with a-^,a2. Assuming that we want to transmit

OFDM symbol consisting of N subcarriers, each subcarrier can take either a,b,c, or d (data

symbols). Each data symbol is mapped to any of its associated points on a random basis (i.e.

there are 2^ different combinations can be obtained for the original OFDM data symbols). The
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idea of the CE technique is to calculate the OOB emissions for different combinations and 

choose the sequence with the minimum OOB emissions for transmission. This is not a feasible 

real time approach if the 2^ possible combinations are to be searched for the lowest OOB 

emissions, each time an OFDM symbol is to be sent. Hence, authors in [61] reduced this 

computational complexity 0(2^) by limiting the number of scanned combinations to 2^, (L < 

N). The key point here, however, is that the combinations to be scanned are chosen randomly. 

This impacts the performance of the technique and the OOB emissions reduction is particularly 

poor when {L « N).

Figure 5-1: A mapping approach from QPSK to 8-PSK

To understand the proposed algorithm, consider an OFDM system with N subcarriers. The 

frequency domain representation for the kth OFDM subcarrier, as in [83], can be represented by:

7^ sin (7r(y - yfc)a) 
^ yfN niy- yk)a (5.1)

where T is the symbol period including the guard interval Tg (i.e. T = Tq + Tg). y represents the 

frequency / shifted to the center frequency of the OFDM system and normalized to the 

subcarrier spacing I/Tq, (i.e. y = if — fc) Tq)- Accordingly, y^ — ifk ~ fc)To is defined as 

the normalized center frequency of the kth subcarrier with= /c/Tq. The effect of the cyclic 

prefix is considered as a = 1 + Tg/To- The OOB emissions can be calculated using the following 

form:
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2(y) = ^efeXfc(y), (5.2)
k=l

where is the data symbol, modulating the fcth subcarrier.

An OFDM symbol can have lower OOB emissions when the sidelobes of different subcarriers 

add up destructively. The proposed ACE technique combines this idea with the CE technique. 

Therefore, instead of selecting the points from a larger constellation on a random fashion, points 

are chosen to maximize OOB emissions reduction. In addition, unlike the CE technique, 

constellation expansion is done only at the border of OFDM symbols while the remaining 

subcarriers are kept unexpanded.

The main objective of the ACE technique is to minimize Z(y) in the OOB ranges (OOBR) with 

reasonable computational complexity. The OOBR of interest for sidelobe suppression are shown in 

Figure 5-2. To achieve efficient suppression, the OOBR should be long enough to cover a 

reasonable number of subcarrier spacings (2W) (W in each side of OFDM spectrum) with high 

resolution (5) (the number of samples per subcarrier spacing). This is important to capture the 

actual variation of the OOB emissions. More details about the length of OOBR will be given later. 

The proposed ACE technique divides OFDM data symbols into three groups as depicted in 

Figure 5-3. Constellation expansion is done for the first and the last M subcarriers, while the 

remaining N — 2M subcarriers are kept unexpanded.

For the kth subcarrier, define i and as the frequency domain representations in the

OOBR to the left, and to the right of OFDM spectrum respectively. Let e^i, 6^2 represent the 

points in the expanded constellation set that are associated with ej^ in the original constellation set. 

To explain the ACE technique, let us consider mapping data symbols of the first M subcarriers to 

the expanded constellation set (the leftmost M subcarriers). The mapping is done by following 

steps:
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Figure 5-2: OOB ranges of interest, N = 32.

Figure 5-3: OFDM symbol structure in the ACE technique.

1) Calculate the OOB emissions to the left of OFDM spectrum ZgiCy) due to the 

unexpanded data symbols using:

N-M

Zo.i(.y)^ ekZk,i(y)- (5.3)
k=M + l

2) Set i = 1.

3) For the tth subcarrier (t < M ), the OOB emissions due to e^, 6^2 can be calculated from:

Giiiy) = + en Xiiiy), (5.4)

Gi2(y) = ■^a-i)i(y) + ^12 Xiiiy). (5.5)

4) The OOB power of Gn^y) and Gi2(y) are calculated using the following formulas:
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'ti = JII Gil (y) 11^ dy,

'i2 = jllGi2(y)ll^ dy.

(5.6)

(5.7)

5) If Pii < Pi2 , then is mapped to e^, and

Zi,iiy) = Gii(y).

Otherwise, fii is mapped to ei2 and

Zi.iiy) = Gi2(y).

(5.8)

(5.9)

6) Increment i.

7) If (i < M), go to step 3).

Note that the same procedure is to be applied for the last M subcarriers taking into account 

that the last M subcarriers are used to suppress the OOB emissions to the right of OFDM 

spectrum. As a result, significant reduction in the OOB emissions can be achieved on both sides 

of the OFDM spectrum as will be shown later.

Mapping of points from a lower constellation to a higher constellation should be chosen to 

achieve better sidelobe suppression. Define (p as the phase difference between two points in the 

expanded constellation that are assigned to the same point in the original constellation. For 

example, consider mapping QPSK to 8-PSK, q) can be 7r/4,7r/2, 37r/4, or n. For the same M, the 

ACE technique can achieve better sidelobe suppression when q) = n. This is because at each 

assignment there are two out-of-phase contributions in the OOB emissions and only one of them 

results in lowering the OOB emissions. Figure 5-4 shows the complementary cumulative 

distribution functions (CCDF) of sidelobe power for different values of q). It can be observed that 

larger q) results in better sidelobe suppression.
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Figure 5-4: The CCDF of sidelobe power for an OFDM system employing the ACE technique with 
N = 32. M = N/2. (QPSK is mapped to 8-PSK)

5.3 Compatibility with PAPR Reduction Techniques

The PAPR increase, for OFDM system applying the ACE technique, depends on (p and M. 

Figure 5-5 shows the PAPR degradation for different values of q). Note that, for the same value 

of M, smaller (p results in less PAPR increase. But, at the same time, it results in less sidelobe 

reduction as shown in Figure 5-4. To overcome this problem, PAPR reduction techniques can be 

combined with the ACE technique. This can be done by mapping the original data sequence that 

modulates the unexpanded subcarriers into another transmission sequence using existing 

techniques [84], which has lower PAPR with respect to the original sequence. For example, 

partial transmit sequences [85] can be modified to work properly with the ACE technique 

(ACEPR) as follows:

1) Divide N — 2M subcarriers (unexpanded subcarriers) into K blocks each of length 

(N — 2M)/K (in the frequency domain) and multiply the blocks with Q different 

PTS vectors.
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2) Apply the ACE technique to map the 2M subcarriers (expanded subcarriers) for 

each of the Q different sequences.

3) Apply unity gain to the 2M subcarriers.

4) Take Q IFFTs to find the time-domain symbols and choose the sequence with 

minimum peak amplitude for transmission.

For example, consider the system described in Figure 5-6. (M = N/8,K = 3). The first and 

the last M — N/8 subcarriers have unit gain (zero phase shifts), while the remaining 3N/A 

subcarriers are divided into three blocks each of length N/4. Each block is multiplied by either 1 

or -1 resulting in Q=4 different frequency domain sequences. Then, the ACE technique is applied 

for each of these sequences. After taking the IFFT of each sequence (with the corresponding 

ACE subcarriers), the time-domain symbol which has the lowest peak amplitude is chosen for 

transmission.

Figure 5-5: The impact of using the ACE technique on PAPR for a QPSK-OFDM system mapped to
8QPSK, for different <p. (N = 32,M = A//2)
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N/8 N/4 N/4 N/4 N/8

Q Unity gain (zero phase shift). Q Muitipiied by 1 or-1.

Figure 5-6: OFDM symbol structure for the ACEPR algorithm.

5.4 Simulations

The simulations focused on testing the effectiveness of the proposed techniques on sidelobc 

suppression, PAPR reduction, and BER performance. An OFDM system is considered with N 

subcarriers, each modulated by QPSK, and mapped to 8-PSK constellation (cp = n), as shown in 

Figure 5-1. The length of guard interval is chosen to be = Tq/8. The OOBR are chosen to 

cover W = 20 subcarrier spacings on each side of the OFDM spectrum (the reason of this 

assignment is given later). It is found that 5 = 5 samples per subcarrier spacing are enough to 

approximate the true OOB emissions. In all cases, normalized PSD plots are averaged over 

20000 OFDM symbols and calculated by taking IFFT of the OFDM time domain signal. To 

better approximate the true PAPR, the OFDM time domain signal is over-sampled by a factor of 

4. As in [86], it was shown that over-sampling by a factor of 4 is sufficient to capture the peaks.

Choosing W on both sides of the OFDM spectrum is crucial. If the number of subcarriers 

spacings (within the OOBR) is small, insignificant sidelobes reduction is observed. Conversely, 

if the number of subcarriers spacings is large, significant sidelobe suppression is observed. 

Flowever, the number of subcarriers spacings should not be too large as this increases the 

required number of computations. Define sidelobe suppression gain as the average difference 

between the power levels in the OOBR before and after applying the ACE technique. Figure 5-7
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shows the relation between sidelobe suppression gain and the number of subcarrier spacings 

considered in the OOBR. It can be seen that W — 20 subcarrier spacings is a reasonable choice, 

as going higher than this range, the gain change is in not commensurate with the increase in 

complexity, while going lower than this range degrades system performance in terms of sidelobe 

suppression. However, for small values of {N < 32), A//2 subcarrier spacings seems to be 

enough to achieve efficient sidelobe suppression.

Figure 5-8 shows the PSD for an OFDM system applying the ACE technique. Note that 

better sidelobe suppression can be achieved as M increases. To test the effectiveness of the 

ACEPR technique, the CCDF for PAPR is shown in Figure 5-9. Note that applying the ACE 

technique increases the PAPR for large values of M, while for small M the impact of the ACE 

technique on PAPR is almost negligible. Hence, applying PAPR reduction techniques is not 

needed for small values of M.

Figure 5-7: Effect of changing the width of the OOBR for different N,M = N/2.
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original 
ACEPR.M=10

— ACEPR.M=20
— -ACEPR, M=30
— ACE, M=m

Figure 5-8: PSD for an OFDM system before and after applying the ACEPR technique, N = 256.

Figure 5-9: CCDF for PAPR for and OFDM system, N = 256.

In the ACE technique, higher order modulation is used for constellation expansion.

Consequently, a change in BER is expected. The impact of the ACE technique on BER for

different M is shown in Figure 5-10. These curves are shown for OFDM systems with the same in-

band power and with different OOB power levels. However, for fair comparison, let us consider an
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OFDM system with adjacent channel interference constraint. For example, consider the OFDM 

system in Figure 5-8. Assuming that when M = 40, the adjacent channel interference satisfies 

system requirements. For the standard OFDM, to meet this constraint, the in-band power should be 

reduced which degrades the BER performance. Figure 5-11 shows the BER for the two systems 

described above. Note that at each point of jc-axis the same level of noise is added for both 

systems. It can be observed that the ACE technique can provide better BER.

Figure 5-10; The impaet of using ACEPR on BER performance, N — 256.

The performance of the ACE technique and the CE technique is also compared. In Figure 5-12, 

the PSDs are shown for an OFDM system with N = 128 with the CE technique and the ACE 

technique. In the CE technique, for each OFDM symbol, 1024 random combinations are checked 

and the one with the minimum OOB emissions is chosen. It is obvious that the ACE technique 

outperforms the CE technique in terms of OOB emissions reduction capability and computational 

complexity.
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Figure 5-11: BER performance with adjacent channel interference constraint.

Figure 5-12: PSD comparison between the CE and the ACE techniques (N = 128).
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5.5 OOB Emissions

The ACE technique is implemented using Iris. The implementation is divided into two main 

functions; (1) calculating the OOB emissions, and (2) performing the ACE technique. After the 

first implementation, it was found that calculating the OOB emissions in the traditional way still 

required too many computations for each OFDM symbol which resulted in, unfortunately, bursty 

transmissions. Hence more work was needed. The real implementation of the algorithm provided 

a clear way of observing this.

In this Section, a novel method for OOB calculations is presented and it will be shown that 

the total number of operations and memory locations needed for OOB calculations is 

significantly reduced so that the problem of bursty transmissions is solved. In order to show the 

difference between the first and the second implementations, the traditional method and the 

proposed method for OOB emissions calculations are fully described in the following:

5.5.1 Traditional method
Based on equation (5.2), the total number of complex multiplications needed to calculate the OOB 

emissions for one OFDM symbol is 2SWN and the total number of complex additions is 

2SW (N — 1) . In addition, this implementation requires memory to store the frequency 

representations in the OOB regions of interest for all of the subcarriers (i.e. memory space to store 

2SWN complex numbers). As a result, performing the OOB calculations for each OFDM symbol 

increases the processing time which may limit the suitability for real-time applications especially 

for large values of N.

5.5.2 Proposed method
The main idea of this method is that the OOB emissions can be re-written as a convolution 

operation between the frequency domain representation of the first subcarrier (the most left
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subcarrier) and the vector r = [t'i,7"2< ■••.%]< 1 ^ trr < 5(A/ — 1) + 1 which is obtained based on 

data symbols Hence, equation (5.2) can be re-written as:

Z = X^*r, (5.10)

where * denotes to linear convolution and r is the vector that holds separated by 5 — 1 zeros. 

Based on the properties of the linear convolution, the OOB emissions in the regions of interest {W 

subcarrier spacings on each side of OFDM spectrum) can be obtained only if Xi covers N -\-W 

subcarrier spacings on each side as shown in Figure 5-13 (usually N is much larger than W. These 

values are chosen for illustration). Let represents the first5(A1-F VF) samples of Xi while 

Xi2 represents the remaining samples of X^. By exploiting the properties of linear convolution and 

Fourier transform, the OOB emissions can be calculated using the following steps;

a) Obtain and H2 by taking the fast Fourier transform (FFT) of X^ and X12 respectively.

b) Obtain R by taking the FFT of r.

c) CalculateZi = H^R andz2 = HjR.

d) Obtain and Z2 by taking the inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) of z^ and Z2 

respectively.
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Figure 5-13: Frequency representation for X-^ needed for OOB calculations (Tg = Tq/4, N = 11,W = 10).

OOB emissions

Figure 5-14: The proposed method for OOB emissions calculations.
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Based on the properties of linear convolution, the OOB emissions to the left and to the right 

of OFDM spectrum can be obtained from the last SW samples of and Z2, respectively. 

Figure 5-14 shows the steps of the proposed algorithm (The shaded part is performed only once 

and Hi,H2 have to be stored in memory). Noting that, the FFT size /z = S(W + N) is always 

greater than the length of r (i.e. /r > (A/ — 1)5 -F 1), zeros are appended to r. The proposed 

algorithm is an FFT-based which reduces the computational complexity of the system. In 

addition, only 2/r complex numbers have to be stored in memory (step a)). Table 5-1 shows the 

required number of complex additions and multiplications for each step. As a result, the 

proposed algorithm enables calculating the OOB emissions with lower computations and less 

memory storage compared with the traditional method as shown in Table 5-2.

Table 5-1: Computational complexity of the proposed method.

step Complex additions Complex multiplications

b) H\og2H Atlogz/t

c)
0

d)
2ju log2 2n\og2H

Table 5-2: Comparison between the traditional and the proposed methods.

Traditional Proposed

IVIemory(complex) 2SWN 25(VT -1- A)

Multiplications (complex 2SWN S{W -f N)[3 log2(5(VT + N) + 2]

Additions (complex) 2SW(N - 1) 3S(,W + N) log2(S(W + N))

Reducing the computations of the traditional method is done by decreasing W and 5 which

degrades sidelobe reduction performance. However, it is found that large W with small 5 or small
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W with large S can provide reasonable sidelobe reduction. For time-efficient implementation 

using the proposed method, the FFT size required for OOB calculations should be a power of 2. 

Therefore, choosing W and S is important as these control the sielobe reduction performance and 

the processing time.

5.6 Real-Time Implementation for the ACE Technique

In this section, the C-i-i- functions used to implement the ACE technique on Iris are described. 

These functions are included in the existing modulator Of dmMod and demodulator Of dmDemod 

components. In order to enable real-time configurations, some reconfigurable parameters have 

been added. The reconfigurability is needed in dynamic spectrum access networks as the users 

need to have the ability to change their behaviour to suit different circumstances.

5.6.1 Functions and reconfigurable parameters

The implementation of the ACE technique is based on two reconfigurable parameters ace and 

acelength. The ace parameter can turn on/off the ACE technique while the acelength 

specifies the length of the expanded subcarriers at each side (M).

To enable employing the ACE technique, three functions are added to the Of dmMod 

component. One function is executed during the initialization phase while other functions are 

executed during the processing phase. These functions are listed in Table 5-3. For the 

demodulator component OfdmDemod, only one function "ReconstructAceData" is added 

in which symbols of the expanded subcarriers are mapped to the original constellation in order to 

correctly demodulate the received signal.
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Table 5-3; Implemented functions for OfdmMod component for the ACE technique.

Function Phase Description Algorithm

CreatSinc initialization This function generates the frequency domain OOB calculations.

representation for the first OFDM subcarrier step a)

It also calculates Wj and W2-

CalculateOob processing This function calculates the OOB emissions due OOB calculations.

to the unexpanded subcarriers. steps b), c), and d).

CalculateAce processing This function performs constellation expansion. ACE

5.6.2 Implemented OFDM system

In the implemented OFDM system, the OFDM signal consists of frames. Each frame contains 21 

OFDM symbols. The first symbol of each frame is used for synchronization and channel 

estimation while the remaining 20 OFDM symbols are used for data transmission. In the 

particular implementation, each OFDM data symbol consists of 200 subcarriers. 192 subcarriers 

are used for data transmissions while the remaining 8 subcarriers are used as pilots in order to 

provide fine frequency offset estimation at the receiver. The implemented system supports BPSK 

and QPSK modulations.

5.6.3 Demonstration and results

In order to test the implemented components, the experiment setup shown in Figure 5-15 was 

used. Iris software is installed in PCI and PC2. Each node is connected to USRP-N210 as the 

hardware front-end. The OfdmMod component is used at the transmitter (PCI) while the 

OfdmDemod component is used at the receiver (PC2). The spectrum analyser is used to capture 

the PSD of the transmitted signal.
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Figure 5-15: Experiment setup.

To demonstrate the system described in Table 5-4, the XML configurations shown in 

Figure 5-16 are used to configure the modulator in PCI and the demodulator in PC2. The real

time (instantaneous) spectrum this before and after applying the ACE technique are shown in 

Figure 5-17. Arrows (1) and (2) point to the maximum interference power level before and after 

applying the ACE technique, respectively. The theoretical PSDs are shown in Figure 5-18. It is 

obvious that the experimental and the theoretical results match.

Table 5-4: Demonstration parameters.

Parameter Value

# date subcarriers 192

# pilot subcarriers 8

Original constellation QPSK

Expanded constellation 8-QPSK.

M 40

# FFT/IFFT bins for OOB calculations 256

W 56

S 1

fc 5.003 GHz

T,/To 1/8
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<component na]neK’'ofd]i]modl’' classK"o£diiunod''>
<paraineter naine~’'nuinfftblns" valuaK'’256''/> 
<parainater naiiw~"aca" valuer"true"/>
<paraiiiatar naine>''acalength" valua»”40"/> 
<paraaieter naaie~"bitsPerDataSyinbol" valuer"2 "/> 
<port name-"inputl" class*"input"/>
<port name»"outputl" cla8s*"output"/> 

</coinponent>

(a)

<coinponent naine="o£diDdeinodl" class="o£diiidemod''> 
<parameter naine="ace" value="true"/>
<parameter na]ne="acelengtli" value="40'’/> 
<parameter naine=''bitsPerDataSyinbol'' value=’*2"/> 
<port naine="inputl" claaa=''input"/>
<port najne=''outputl'' claaa="output"/> 

</coinponent>

(h)

Figure 5-16: XML configurations for (a) the modulator and (b) the demodulator components.

Rsl level -20 00 dSei 
Alt 10 at

Pa

RBW S kHz 
SWT(f-) is SPAN 1 MH2

Figure 5-17: Real-time spectrum before and after applying the ACE technique.
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Figure 5-18: Theoretical PSDs for the demonstrated system before and after applying the ACE technique.

The implementation proved that obtaining the OOB emissions using the proposed FFT-based 

method eures the problem of burstiness eaused by using the traditional method. A comparison 

between these two methods is given in Table 5-5. Obviously, it can be seen that the FFT-based 

method dramatically reduces the required number of computations.

Also, it is important to notice that the parameters S and W have been chosen carefully so that 

they provide reasonable OOB emissions reduction as well as time-efficient implementation as 

discussed before in Section 5.5.
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Table 5-5: A comparison of the traditional and the proposed methods for OOB calculations.

Memory (complex) Multiplications (complex) Additions (complex)

Traditional 22400 22400 22288

Proposed 512 6656 6144

Reduction factor 97.7142 % 70.2857 % 72.4336 %

5.7 Performance Evaluation

In order to show the enhancement introduced by the solutions proposed in this chapter, 

evaluation metrics are provided for the CE and the ACE techniques in Table 5-6. It can be seen 

that the ACE technique outperforms the CE technique in terms of OOB emissions reduction as 

well as the required number of computations.

Table 5-6: Performance evaluation metrics for the ACE tehcnique.

Evaluation metric The ACE technique The CE technique

'7s 1 1

Vt 1 1

Suitability for real-time applications Yes No

OOB emissions reduction capability High Low

PAPR degradation Low Low

Needed. The number of expanded subcarriers should be known at
Signalling information

the receiver to correctly demodulate the received signal.
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5.8 Summary and Conclusions

This chapter presented an algorithm for the CE technique proposed in the literature. Data symbols 

that modulate subcarriers located at the borders of the OFDM spectrum are expanded in order to 

reduce the OOB emissions. Symbols’ Expansion is performed in a certain way that guarantees 

reducing the OOB emissions effectively. In addition, another algorithm is presented enabling the 

calculation of the OOB emissions with much less computations (compared with the traditional 

solution). The simplicity of the proposed techniques enables the implementation of an OFDM 

system capable of reducing the OOB emissions efficiently in real-time transmissions.

In the context of the main goals for this research, the ACE technique meets the three goals as 

it provides reliable communications, enables large OOB emissions without involving excessive 

computations.

The ACE technique is the second key technical output of this research and it was accepted for 

publication in IEEE DySPAN 2012 [87]. Also, the real-time implementation was accepted for 

demonstration in the same conference [88].

In conclusion, the ACE technique enables reducing the OOB emissions at the expense of 

reducing the effective throughput of the system (due to constellation expansion). This means that 

the available bandwidth is not fully utilized. In the next chapter, another technique which utilizes 

the available bandwidth more efficiently will be presented.
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Chapter 6

OOB Emissions Reduction using 
Advanced Cancellation Carriers

6.1 Introduction

As discussed before in Chapter 3, many frequency domain techniques proposed in the literature 

for OOB emissions reduction can achieve large reduction at the expense of performing complex 

optimizations which limits the suitability for real-time applications. One of the most powerful 

techniques is the cancellation carriers (CCs) technique. For these reasons, the CCs technique is 

considered for further investigation. The key challenge here is obtaining the values that modulate 

the CCs without the need for complex optimizations.

The first contribution of this chapter is a heuristic approach for CCs (called advanced 

cancellation earriers (ACCs)) that provides excellent OOB emissions reduction while requiring 

significantly less computational resources than other techniques proposed in the literature for 

CCs. The second contribution is implementing the proposed algorithms in a software defined 

radio and testing its suitability for real-time transmissions.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: The proposed technique is discussed in 

Section 6.2. Simulation results are presented in Section 6.3. Implementation details and 

performance evaluation are provided in Sections 6.4 and 6.5, respectively. Finally, chapter 

summary and conclusions are given in Section 6.6.
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6.2 OOB Emissions Reduction

Consider an OFDM system with N subcarriers. The normalized frequency domain representation 

for the kth OFDM subcarrier can take the following form;

xdy) =
sin (7r(y - yfc)a)

tr(y-yfe)a
(6.1)

where y represents the frequency shifted to the center frequency of the OFDM system and 

normalized to the subcarrier spacing I/Tq, (i.e. y = (/ — fc)To). Accordingly, = (/^ — /c)To is 

defined as the normalized center frequency of the kth subcarrier with fi^ = k/T^ representing the 

center frequency of the kth subcarrier. The effect of the guard interval is considered as a = 1 + 

Tg/TQ where Tg is the length of the CP. The OOB emissions for an OFDM symbol can be obtained 

using the following form:

^(y) == (6.2)

k=l

where is the data symbol that modulates the kth subcarrier. The basic idea of CCs is that the 

OOB emissions can be suppressed when the sidelobes of CCs add with the OOB emissions 

destructively. In the following, obtaining the optimal weighting factors for the CCs is explained. 

Then, the proposed algorithm is discussed in details.

6.2.1 Optimal solution as proposed by Brandes, et al

Define S as a vector of length L that represents the OOB emissions of the original OFDM symbol 

at L frequency locations without CCs. 2M is the number of CCs (A/ at each side of OFDM 

symbol). To perform sidelobe suppression, each CC is multiplied by a complex weighting 

factor/?^, m = 1,2,..,2M which is determined such that the sidelobes of the CCs suppress the 

OOB emissions of the original transmitted signal. That means that the superposition of the spectra
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of the weighted CCs and the original transmitted signal has to be minimized. This optimization 

can be formulated as a linear least squares problem as in [68] :

m^in||5+ /SG||2 (6.3)

where /? = [Pi,p2 ■■■’Pim] , G is a 2M X L matrix that holds the frequency domain 

representations of the CCs in the optimization ranges. In [68], a constraint limiting the power of 

the CCs is added in order not to spend too much power on the CCs. The overhead of this method 

can be summarized as follows:

1) The singular value decomposition (SVD) has to be performed once (during the 

initialization phase). However, if the number of CCs changes, the SVD has to be re

calculated.

2) The OOB emissions have to be calculated at L locations (in the OOB regions). In the 

literature, no clear definition for the L locations is provided. In addition, the CP is ignored 

which simplifies the problem, as sidelobes of different subcarriers are perfectly aligned. 

But, ignoring the CP is not a realistic assumption. The impact of considering the CP on 

changing the value of L is not addressed in the literature. However, to truly represent the 

OOB emissions, L has to be large enough and the value of L should be a function of 

N, M, and the CP length.

3) Calculating the OOB emissions for each OFDM symbol would require L{N — 2M) 

complex multiplications and L(N — 2M — 1) complex additions.

4) For unconstrained optimization, obtaining the CCs would require complex 

multiplications and L(L — 1) complex additions. However, this solution does not fulfil 

the power constraint, hence, the constraint should be integrated into the optimization 

problem by using the method of Lagrange multipliers [89, 90].
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Therefore, solving equation (6.3) with power constraint increases the computational complexity 

of the OFDM system which limits the suitability for real-time applications.

6.2.2 The ACCs algorithm

To overcome this problem, a heuristic approach is proposed to solve the optimization problem in 

equation (6.3) with the power constraint using few computations. The proposed approach can be 

described as follows:

1) Each OFDM symbol is divided into two parts. The unknowns in the right-hand side 

(RHS) part and the unknowns in the left-hand side (LHS) part are responsible for 

reducing the OOB emissions to the RHS and to the LHS of the OFDM spectrum, 

respectively.

2) The unknowns are obtained one after each other.

3) The unknowns , 1 < i < 2M) are obtained starting from the subcarriers closer to the 

in-band towards the OOB region.

4) Each unknown is obtained by checking its contribution in the OOB region (more details 

later).

5) After checking the contribution of the CC, a value (/?() is assigned to the CC. If this 

value does not satisfy the power constraint, the value is modified. Then, the contribution 

of Pi will be added to the total OOB emissions, before moving forward to the next CC.

To understand how Pi are obtained, consider reducing the OOB emissions to the left of OFDM 

spectrum (the same procedure can be applied with the OOB emissions to the right of OFDM 

spectrum). Consider the system described in Figure 6-1. Define 5o as the OOB emissions due to 

N — 2M data subcarriers (all subcarriers without CCs). Let represents of the OOB emissions 

after assigning Pi to the ith CC where:
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N-M
^0 — ^ <^k^k>

(6.4)
k=M + l

and

- ^i-l + (6.5)

where is the frequency domain representation for the kth subcarrier in the optimization range 

and G(is the frequency domain representation for the ith CCs in the optimization range.

CCs N-2M CCs

Data subcarriers
A A AOptimi/alion * A ^ ^ k i k i ^ ^ ^ ^ Optimi/ation

range to (he i i i 1 • 1 range to the
left of OFDM {...I J 1 J...I right of OFDM

spn'irum • • t
1 II

• 1 • spectrum
•••••• 1 II

• 1 1« t •
II 1
1 1 1» I A---------

N

Figure 6-1: Symbol structure for OFDM system employing CCs.

Define Ri — [Ra,Ri2, as the vector that holds the frequency locations at sidelobe peaks

of the ith CC in the optimization range. Pj = [Pa-PiL^ ] is the vector that holds the 

frequency domain representation of the ith CC at Pj, while Qi = [Qa-Qiz- —>QiLi ] is defined as 

the vector that holds the total OOB emissions at P;. Lj is the number of sidelobe peaks of the ith 

CC within the optimization range. As the main objective of the optimization process is to reduce 

the total OOB emissions. Define A; = ■■■ ,^iLi] as:

Qij + hjPij = 0- 1^7^ ^i- (6.6)

In this approach, it is assumed that the optimal value of /?( is directly controlled by Pj. This 

assumption is reasonable as the points with the higher energy in the OOB region have higher 

impact in reducing the OOB emissions. Based on equations (6.5) and (6.6), if/?j = Aij, the total
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OOB emissions at the loeation of Rij will be exaetly 0 after assigning /?; to the ith CC. In faet, it 

is needed to piek that eliminates the OOB emissions at all loeations of But, this is not 

realizable as ^ An for j ^ 1. One method of obtaining /?(is by averaging Aij, i.e.

>=i

(6.7)

This method results in redueing the OOB emissions eonsiderably. But, it requires eomputing the 

OOB emissions at too many locations for each CC which is not acceptable in real-time 

applications. The most important question is: How /?, can be related to A; so that considerable 

OOB emissions reduction occurs while at the same time the OOB emissions are calculated at few 

locations in the OOB regions. To answer this question, let us plot the phase of Aj for a random 

OFDM symbol as in Figure 6-2. It is obvious that if = A^, the reduction in the OOB region 

would occur mostly at the location of but not at other peak locations. However, if = Ai^o, 

the reduction in the OOB region would occur at many peak locations as almost the same phase is 

required to reduce the OOB emissions at these peaks (30 < j < 100). Therefore, can be set to 

any A^j based on the objective of using the CCs as will be shown in Section 7.3. The absolute 

value of Pi is then checked whether it is violating the power constraint or not. If the power 

constraint is violated, the power of pi is normalized with respect to the maximum power that can 

be given for CCs.

Let Rf represents the frequency of the first sidelobe peak for the ith CC in the OOB region 

after d subcarrier spacings. Pf is the frequency representation for the ith CC at Rf while Qf is 

the total OOB emissions at the location of Rf before assigning ppo the ith CC. Hence, the values 

of Pi, (1 < i < M) can be obtained by the following steps;

a) Calculate Pf , (1 < i < M) and Qf , using equations (6.1) and (6.4), respectively.

b) Set i = 1.
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c) Calculate as:

= -Qf/ Pf-

d) If |/?jP > y, normalize pi with respect toy (i.e. y |/?(P = 1 )•

e) Increment i.

0 If (t < M), calculated Qf based on equation (6.5) and go to step c).

(6.8)

Figure 6-2: The phase of Aj.

Normalization in step d) is done in order not to spend too much power on CCs (0 < y < 1) 

(assuming that all complex symbols have a power normalized to = IJ. The impact of y on 

sidelobe reduction capability will be shown in the next section. Moving forward, the same 

procedure is applied for the remaining CCs (M -F 1 < j < 2M).

An example of reducing the OOB emissions to the left of a random OFDM symbol before 

and after assigning and (^2 is shown in Figure 6-3. The OOB emissions here are shown for a 

random OFDM symbol (AI = 256, M — 6,Tg = Tq/4). a:-axis represents the first 5 subcarrier
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spacings to the left of OFDM spectrum. The OOB emissions are reduced significantly at the 

locations of Ri, R2 in (c) and (e), respectively.

(b)

(e)

Figure 6-3: The OOB emissions before and after assigning and /?2 .

Note that the locations in Ri are different from subcarrier to another (as > 0), Therefore, each 

CC is used to minimize different set of points in the optimization range. Obtaining /?; for the CCs 

should be done starting from the CC closer to in-band as if the order is reversed, less OOB 

emissions reduction is observed.

The main advantage of the proposed algorithm is the suitability for real time implementations 

as only M(M + 3) complex multiplications and M(M — 1) complex additions are needed to
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compute Pi (for all of the CCs) instead of solving a linear least squares problem with quadratic 

inequality constraint. In addition, the proposed algorithm requires only the calculation of the 

OOB emissions at specific locations Rf. This means that the total OOB emissions are required to 

be calculated only at 2M points in the optimization ranges. However, if = -^ and /r is an 

integer (which is the case in many standards), then the number of OOB points is 2 min (M,/r) as

nd _ nd

For example, consider an OFDM system with Tg . The OOB emissions are calculated at

8 locations only in the OOB regions (4 locations at each side of the spectrum). This is elaborated 

in Figure 6-4. Figure 6-4-(a) shows the total OOB emissions (before calculating the CCs) in the 

first 60 subcarrier spacings to the right of OFDM spectrum. Figure 6-4-(b) shows the OOB points 

that would be considered for obtaining the CCs. As shown in Figure 6-4-(b) and (c), the OOB 

points are chosen at the locations /?f°, (2M — 3 < i < 2M).

In addition to the suitability for real-time implementations, the proposed algorithm enables 

high OOB emissions reduction as will be shown in the following section.

6.3 Simulation Results
T

Throughout all simulations an OFDM system with N subcarriers and CP of length Tg = '\s

considered. Each subcarrier is modulated with a QPSK symbol whose power is normalized 

to = 1. In all cases, normalized PSD plots are averaged over 20000 OFDM symbols and 

calculated by taking the IFFT of the OFDM time domain signal.

The PSDs obtained by using the proposed algorithm for different number of CCs are shown 

in Figure 6-5. As expected, larger numbers of CCs can achieve better OOB emissions reduction.
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Figure 6-4: The OOB points of interest for the proposed algorithm.
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Figure 6-5: The PSD for different number of CCs (N = 256, d = 50, y = 1).

Choosing d is important as the proposed algorithm can achieve different sidelobe power 

profiles (for the same A/ andM) in the OOB regions when different ds are used as shown in 

Figure 6-6. The v-shape power profile is produced at the beginning of the optimization range 

(when d is small) introduces large sidelobe power reduction. However, this reduction is 

undesirable in practical systems, as these set of frequencies will not be used by other users. Thus, 

the sidelobe power level produced in the remaining set of frequencies (in the optimization range) 

is more important, as this range is more likely to be used by other users. Hence, the power profile 

produced by larger d can be considered better than the ones produced by smaller d (This is only 

valid in the context of using the CCs for adjacent channel interference reduction. However, if the 

CCs are to be used for notch creation, smaller d is considered better). Noting that producing 

different power profiles in the OOB regions is not addressed in the literature. However, changing 

the start of the optimization ranges (for the optimal solution) would result in different power 

profiles as will be shown later.
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The impact of the normalization factor y is shown in Figure 6-7. As expected, the higher 

power given for CCs, the better OOB emissions reduction can be achieved. However, there is a 

trade-off between the amount of power spent on CCs and the amount of the reduction.

Figure 6-6: The PSD for OFDM system {N = 128, M = 10, y = 1) for different d.

Figure 6-7; The PSD for an OFDM system with CCs (N = 256, M = 10, d = 50) for different y.
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Comparing the performance of the proposed algorithm and the optimal solution in terms of 

OOB emissions reduction is not straight forward. Many parameters control the performance of 

both algorithms. For example, for the optimal solution, the following parameters directly impact 

its OOB emissions reduction performance (this is not addressed in the literature);

(1) The start of the optimization range.

(2) The width of the optimization range.

(3) The number of samples considered in the optimization range.

Define D as the number of subcarrier spacings (close to the in-band region) that are not included 

in the optimization range. Different power profiles would result (for the optimal solution) when 

different Ds are used as shown in Figure 6-8. On the other hand, the performance of the same 

OFDM system with the proposed algorithm is shown in Figure 6-9. It can be observed that the 

proposed solution can be close to the optimal solution in the terms of OOB emissions reduction. 

However, it is important to mention that these PSDs are shown when optimization range covers 1 

subcarriers spacing on each side of the spectrum. Each side is sampled with Ng = 20 samples for 

the optimal solution (Figure 6-8) while it is sampled with only Ng = 4 samples for the proposed 

solution (Figure 6-9). Reducing Ng for the optimal solution results in less OOB emissions 

reduction as shown in Figure 6-10.

As the number of used subcarriers is increased, an expected increase in the PAPR may 

occur. However, this increase is negligible (as shown in Figure 6-11), due to the decaying power 

profile introduced by the CCs at the borders of OFDM spectrum.

As a result, the proposed algorithm is promising as it enables large sidelobe power reduction 

in the OOB regions of interest with very few computations (compared with the optimal solution) 

which is suitable for real-time applications.
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Figure 6-11: The impact of the proposed algorithm on the PAPR {N = 128, M = 10).
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6.4 Real-Time Implementation for the ACCs Technique

In this section, the C++ functions used to implement the ACCs technique on Iris are described. 

These functions are included in the existing modulator Of dmMod and demodulator Of dmDemod 

components. In order to enable real-time configurations, some reconfigurable parameters have 

been added. The configurability is needed in dynamic spectrum access networks as the users need 

to have the ability of changing their behaviour according to different circumstances.

6.4.1 Functions and reconfigurable parameters

The component “OfdmMod” is modified to include the proposed ACCs algorithm based on five 

reconfigurable parameters described in Table 6-1.

To enable applying the ACCs algorithm, two functions are added to the OfdmMod 

component. One function is executed during the initialization phase and the other one is executed 

when creating OFDM symbols (processing phase). These functions are described in Table 6-2. 

Note that for the demodulator component Of dmDemod, no modifications have been done as the 

CCs are located outside data transmission bandwidth.

Table 6-1: Reconfigurable parameters for the proposed ACCs technique.

Parameter name Type Range Description

ccsmode boolean true/false Turn on/off the ACCs technique.

ccslength integer 0-25 The maximum number of CCs can be

used on each side.

CCSlengthright integer 0 - ccslength The actual number of CCs at the right

hand side of OFDM spectrum.

ccslengthleft integer 0 - ccslength The actual number of CCs at the left

hand side of OFDM spectrum.

gamma double 0 - 1.0 Maximum power given for each CCs.
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Table 6-2: Implemented functions for the modulator component.

Function Phase Description

CreatSinc Initialization This function generates the frequency domain representations

at the points of interest in the OOB regions for all of the CCs.

CalculateCcsOutBand Processing This function calculates the OOB emissions and performs the

proposed ACCs technique.

6.4.2 Implemented OFDM system

In the implemented OFDM system, the OFDM signal consists of frames. Each frame is 21 OFDM 

symbols. The first symbol of each frame is used for synchronization and channel estimation while 

the remaining 20 symbols are used for data transmission. Each OFDM data symbol consists of 

200 subcarriers. 192 subcarriers are used for data transmissions while the reaming 8 subcarriers 

are used as pilots in order to provide fine frequency offset estimation at the receiver. The 

implemented system supports BPSK and QPSK/QAM modulations.

6.4.3 Demonstration and results

In order to test the implemented component, the experiment setup shown in Figure 6-12 was 

chosen. Iris software is installed in PCI and PC2. Each node is connected to USRP-N210 as the 

hardware front-end. The OfdmMod component is used at the transmitter (PCI) while the 

OfciinDemod component is used at the receiver (PC2). The spectrum analyser is used to capture 

the PSD of the transmitted signal.

To demonstrate the system described in Table 6-3 the XML configurations shown in 

Figure 6-13 are used to configure the modulator in PCI and the demodulator in PC2. The real

time (instantaneous) spectrum this before and after applying the ACCs technique are show in 

Figure 6-14. Arrows (1) and (2) point to the maximum interference power level before and after
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applying the ACCs technique. The theoretical PSDs are shown in Figure 6-15. It is obvious that 

the experimental and the theoretical results are matching.

PCI PC2
SDectrum analvzer

Figure 6-12: Experiment setup. 

Table 6-3: Demonstration parameters.

Parameter Value

# data subcarriers 192

# pilot subcarriers 8

Constellation QPSk

M 10

d 50

fc 5.003 GHz

1/4
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<coii^onent name="ofdmmodl" cla8a=''ofdmmod">
<parameter name="numfftblna" value="256"/> 
<parameter na]ne=''ccsmode" valua="true"/> 
<parameter name=''ccalength" valu6="25"/> 
<parameter name="ccslengthright" value="10"/> 
<parameter name="ccalengthleft" value="10"/> 
<parameter name="bitaPerDataSyinbol" valu6=”2"/> 
<port naiDe=''lnputl" elasa="input"/>
<port name=”outputl” claaa="output”/>

</coinponent>

(u)

<coinponent name="ofdndemodl''claaa="ofdmdemod''>
<parameter name="bltaPerDataSyiiibol” value="2"/> 
<port najB6="lnputl" cla8a="input”/>
<port namje="outputl" claaa="output''/> 

</coinponent>

(b)

Figure 6-13: XML configurations for (a) the modulator and (b) the demodulator components.

ni
Aiir«l«»v»l -23 10 dBm RBW s kM2
AH SWI(F) 30 mi SPAN 1 MHz

Figure 6-14: Real-time spectrum before and after applying the proposed ACCs technique.
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6.5 Performance Evaluation

In order to show the enhancement introduced by the proposed ACCs technique, evaluation 

metrics are provided for the CCs and the ACCs techniques in Table 5-6. The receiver needs to 

know the location of the CCs if they are located within the in-band region. However, if the CCs 

are located outside the in-band range (which is the case in the implemented system), signaling 

information is not needed.

Figure 6-15: Theoretical PSDs before and after applying the ACCs technique. 

Table 6-4: Performance evaluation metrics for the ACCs tehcnique.

Evaluation metric The ACCs technique The CCs technique

ris N/(N -F 2M) N/(N + 2M)

1 1

Suitability for real-time applications Yes No

OOB emissions reduction capability High High

PA PR degradation Low Low

Signalling information Needed/Not needed. Needed/Not needed.
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6.6 Summary and conclusions

This chapter presented a heuristic algorithm for obtaining the complex values for the CCs in order 

to significantly reduce the OOB emissions of OFDM symbols. Simulation results show that the 

OOB emissions reduction of the proposed ACCs algorithm can be close to the optimal reduction 

while requiring much less computation. The simplicity of the proposed techniques enable 

implementing an OFDM system capable of reducing the OOB emissions efficiently in real-time 

applications.

In the context of the main goals for this research, the ACCs technique meets the three goals 

as it provides reliable communications between OFDM transmitters and receivers. It also enables 

large OOB emissions without involving excessive computations. The ACCs technique is the third 

key technical output of this research and it was accepted for publication in lEEE-ICC 2013 [91].

One of the key advantages of the proposed algorithm is converting the complex optimization 

into a simple set of linear equations that are solved in a way that ensures reducing the OOB 

emissions efficiently. In the next chapter, similar methodology is applied for another complex 

OOB emissions reduction technique. These different techniques can be combined together in 

order to achieve further reduction (if needed).
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Chapter 7

OOB Emissions Reduction using 
Advanced Subcarrier Weighting

7.1 Introduction

The subcarrier weighting (SW) technique is similar to the CCs technique'. It can provide 

considerable OOB emissions reduction but at the expense of performing complex optimization 

for each OFDM symbol. In the previous Chapter, a method for avoiding the need for complex 

optimizations is introduced for obtaining CCs. In this Chapter, the same method (with some 

modifications) can be introduced for the SW technique so that efficient reduction occurs with few 

computations.

The concept of SW has been proposed in the literature for OOB emissions reduction for 

OFDM systems [62]. Each OFDM subcarrier is multiplied with a real-valued weight that is 

determined in order not to interfere with adjacent users. In this Chapter, a heuristic approach for 

obtaining the weights, called (advanced subcarrier weighting (ASW)) is proposed. Considerable 

reduction can be achieved while requiring significantly less computational resources than the SW 

technique. In addition, the existence of the CP is considered which is not the case in [62]. 

Ignoring the CP simplifies the optimization but it should be considered for practical 

implementations.

For more information about the SW technique, the reader is referred to Chapter 3.
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The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: The proposed technique is discussed in 

Section 7.2. Simulation results and implementation details are presented in Sections 7.3 and 7.4, 

respectively. Performance evaluation is provided in Section 7.6. Finally, chapter summary and 

conclusions are given in Section 7.6.

7.2 OOB Emissions Reduction

Consider an OFDM system with N subcarriers. The normalized frequency domain representation 

for the kth OFDM subcarrier can take the following form;

sin (7r(y - yfe)a)
^(y-yk)a (7.1)

where y represents the frequency shifted to the center frequency of the OFDM system and 

normalized to the subcarrier spacing I/Tq, (i.e. y = (/ — fc)To)- Accordingly, yk = (fk ~ fc)To is 

defined as the normalized center frequency of the kth subcarrier with fk = k/T^ representing the 

center frequency of the kth subcaiTier. The guard interval is considered as a = 1 + Tg/T^ where 

Tg is the length of the CP. The out-of-band (OOB) emissions for an OFDM symbol can be 

obtained using the following form:

/V

X(y) = ^afcA'fe(y), (7.2)
fc=i

where is the data symbol that modulates the kth subcarrier. The idea of subcarrier weighting 

is based on tbe multiplication of the used subcarriers with real-valued weights which are chosen 

such that OOB emissions are reduced. In the following, obtaining the optimal weighting factors 

is explained. Then, the proposed algorithm is discussed in detail.
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7.2.1 Optimal Solution as proposed by Cosovic, et ai

In [62], to perform OOB emissions reduction, the ith subcarrier is multiplied with a real-valued 

weighting factor Pi. The weighting factors p = are determined such that the

sidelobes of each OFDM symbol are suppressed. This means that, after weighting, the total OOB 

emissions can be obtained from:

/V

xiy) = (7.3)
k=l

Define G as an N x L matrix that holds the frequency domain representations of the weighted 

subcarriers 1 < k < N) in the OOB regions sampled at L frequency locations. Obtaining the 

weighting factors can be formulated as;

rmnll /?G||^, (7.4)

where fSG represents the total OOB emissions at the L frequency locations. A constraint keeping 

the weighting factors within a certain range (/?min < (ii< /?max) is added. This constraint is 

important as it directly controls the sidelobe suppression capability as will be shown later. Another 

constraint is added to keep the total transmitted power the same as in the case without weighting. 

This optimization can be generalized as a nonlinear programming problem with quadratic equality 

and linear inequality constraints. To solve such optimization problem, many numerical algorithms 

can be used such as the projected Lagrangian method [92]. Performing this optimization for each 

OFDM symbol hugely increases the computational complexity of the system so that it cannot be 

used in real-time applications.

7.2.2 The ASW technique

To overcome the large computational complexity problem, a heuristic approach is proposed to

solve the optimization in equation (7.4). The basic idea of this approach is checking the
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contribution of each weighted subcarrier in the 00B region for two values /?tnin and pmax- The 

one that results in lower OOB emissions is chosen for transmission. To understand the proposed 

algorithm, let us assume that only the subcarriers at the borders of each OFDM symbol are to be 

weighted while the remaining subcarriers are kept unweighted. Let M; and Mj. be the numbers of 

the weighted subcarriers as shown in Figure 7-1. It is assumed that Mi and are used to reduce 

the OOB emissions in the left and the right of the OFDM spectrum, respectively. This 

assumption is reasonable as the subcarriers closer to the edge of OFDM spectrum have higher 

impact in the OOB region closer to the edge. Generally, Mi + M^. < N. However, throughout 

this chapter, M; = M^ assuming that the same level of sidelobe reduction is needed on both sides 

of OFDM spectrum.

weighted subcarriers weighted subcarriers
P P2 P, unweighted subcarriers p^^, p^^^

()p,i„.i/a.i..n i iiiii i

ratine tu the 
left «f ()H)M 

spectrum

Optimi/ation 
^an^e to the 

right of OFDM 
spectni m

M, M,.

N

Figure 7-1: OFDM symbol structure for the ASW technique.

First of all, the total OOB emission due to the unweighted subcarriers {N — Mi — Mj.) can be 

obtained from:

N-M-r
Zq — ^ 0-k^k ■

(7.5)
k=Mi + l

Noting that, the total OOB emissions will be calculated only at certain points (frequencies). Each 

subcarrier has sidelobes in the OOB regions and the highest peak in the OOB region has the most
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significant contribution in the OOB emissions. Therefore, the OOB emissions are calculated only 

at the highest peak point of each subcarrier in the OOB region.

It is assumed that each weighting factor (ii can be either or l^max (this assumption is 

justified later). The weighting factors are determined one after each other by calculating the OOB 

emissions using and Pmax- Then, the one that results in lower OOB emissions is chosen for 

transmission.

For illustration, consider weighting Mi subcarriers. Let Ri represents the frequency domain 

representation of the ith weighted subcarrier at the location of the highest peak in the OOB 

region (located at the left of OFDM spectrum). P/ represents the contribution of the ith weighted 

subcarrier at P, while Qi represents the total OOB emissions at Pj before assigning /?,•. The 

proposed algorithm can be described as follows:

a) Calculate the OOB emissions due to the unweighted subcarriers at the points of interest 

(P() in the OOB regions using equation (7.5).

b) Set i = 1.

c) Calculate the OOB emissions at Pj using ^nd /?tnax

•^1 ~ Qi T ^min *^M(-(i-l) < (7.6)

■^2 “ Qi T Pmax ^Mj-(i-l) ■ (7.7)

d) If (|Si|2 < |S2l^), then /?; = prnin- Otherwise, Pi = ^^ax-

e) Calculate the total OOB emissions at the locations Pfe,(i <k < Mi) by adding the 

contribution of the ith weighted subcarrier using:

Zi = Zi-i + Pi . (7.8)

f) Increment i.

g) If (t < Ml), go to step c).
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The same procedure can be applied for the remaining Mf subcarriers taking into account that 

these subcarriers will be weighted in order to reduce the OOB emissions to the right of OFDM 

spectrum.

In the literature, it is reported that the OOB emissions must be calculated at many points in 

the OOB regions in order to accurately represent the true OOB emissions. However, in the 

proposed ASW technique (step a)), it is only needed to calculate the OOB emissions at most at 

Mr + Ml points. Based on the properties of equation (7.1), if the Tg = T^/fx (where fx is integer), 

then the OOB emissions will be calculated only at minCM;,^) + min (Mr.fx) points as Ri —

The values of /?niax ^nd ^min should be picked carefully in order to keep the functionality of 

the system. For example, let us assume that the power given for each subcarrier before weighting 

is = 1. The lower /J^in ^nd the higher /Smax ^i^y enable better sidelobe suppression. 

However, decreasing increases the BER while increasing Pmax niay lead to PAPR

increase. In Section 7.3, the impact of changing /?min and /?max on BER and PAPR will be 

addressed.

In step c), the OOB emissions are calculated only due to The performance

when many power levels are considered between ^min ^nd /J^ax's also investigated. However, it 

is observed that the minimum OOB emissions always occur with either or^n,ax- This is 

expected as if the ith subcarrier is reducing the OOB emissions, the maximum power (IjS^axI^) 

is chosen in order to enhance the reduction. Otherwise, the minimum power (l^minl^) *s 

chosen in order not to increase the OOB emissions too much. Therefore, no other levels for Pi 

are considered.
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The ASW algorithm assigns for the weighted subcarriers closer to the in-band first (i.e. in 

the same order that is shown in Figure 7-1). If the order is reversed, less sidelobe suppression is 

observed.

The main advantages of the proposed ASW algorithm can be summarized in the following 

points: (1) It is suitable for real-time implementations as only — (M(-F 3)-F ^ (M^-F 3)

complex multiplications and ^ (M; — 1) -F ^ (Af^ — 1) complex additions are needed instead of

solving a nonlinear programming problem with linear inequality constraints [62]. (2) It requires 

simple modifications for the standard OFDM transmitter without changing the receiver structure. 

(3) It does not require side information to be sent to the receiver. (4) It provides better utilization 

of the available resources (i.e. all of the subcarriers are used for data transmission and the OFDM 

symbol duration in time is not prolonged). (5) It can be combined with other sidelobe 

suppression techniques in order to achieve further reduction.

7.3 Simulation Results

An OFDM system with N subcarriers is considered. Each subcarrier is modulated with a QPSK 

symbol whose power is normalized to la^-l^ = 1. In all cases, normalized PSD plots are averaged 

over 2000 OFDM symbols and calculated by taking IFFT of the OFDM time domain signal.

The PSDs obtained by using the proposed algorithm for different number of weighted

Tsubcarriers are shown in Figure 7-2 (A = 256,/?max = 1-3, ^min — 0.7, = ~ )• As expected,

larger numbers of weighted subcarriers can achieve better sidelobe suppression.

The impact of the changing ^rnin and/?max oa the PSD is shown in Figure 7-3. It can be 

observed that higher ^max and lower result in better sidelobe suppression as discussed 

before.
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Figure 7-2: The PSDs for different number of weighted subcarriers.
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Figure 7-3: The PSDs for different /?^ax ^nd- (^r = Mi = 50).

The OOB emissions reduction achieved by the proposed ASW and the optimal SW 

techniques is compared in Figure 7-4 {N = 128, = Mi = 50,= 1-3,^min = O-^)- It can 

be seen that the proposed algorithm can achieve OOB emissions reduction close to the optimal 

solution.
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subcarrier index,

Figure 7-4: The PSD comparison between the proposed technique and the optimal solution.

By calculating the average percentage of the weighted data subcarriers, it is found that 

almost 65% and 35% of the data subcarriers are weighted with Pmin ^^d ^rnax» respectively. 

This explains the negligible change in the PAPR as shown in Figure 7-5.

The impact on BER is shown in Figure 7-6. However, this is shown for an OFDM system 

with different OOB power levels. For fair comparison, the power level of the standard OFDM 

system should be reduced in order to compare OFDM systems with the same OOB power levels. 

In this case, the ASW algorithm provides better BER as shown in Figure 7-7.

As a result, the proposed algorithm is promising as it enables considerable sidelobe power 

reduction in the OOB regions of interest with very few computations (compared with the optimal 

solution) which is suitable for real time applications.
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Figure 7-5: The impact of the ASW technique PAPR {N = 128, M^. — Mi = SO.Pmax — 1-3./?min — 0.7)

Figure 7-6: The impact of the ASW technique on BER (/^max = 1-3. ^min = 0.7)
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Figure 7-7: The impact of the ASW technique on BER (/?max = — 0-7)

7.4 Real-time implementation for the ASW technique

In this section, the C++ functions used to implement the ASW technique on Iris are described. 

These functions are included in the existing modulator Of dmMod and demodulator Of dmDemod 

components. In order to enable real-time configurations, some reconftgurable parameters have 

been added. The configurability is needed in dynamic spectrum access networks as the users need 

to have the ability of changing their behaviour according to different circumstances.

7.4.1 Functions and reconfigurable parameters

The Of dmMod component is modified to enable applying the ASW technique based on six 

reconfigurable parameters described in Table 7-1. The Of dmDemod component is not modified 

as the ASW technique does not require any changes at the receiver side.
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Table 7-1: Reconfigurable parameters for the ASW technique.

Parameter name Type Range Description

swsmode boolean true/false Turn on/ofif the ASW technique.

swlength integer 0-96 The maximum number of weighted

subcarriers can be used on each side.

swlengthright integer 0 - swlength The actual number of weighted

subcarriers at the right hand side of

OFDM spectrum.

swlengthleft integer 0 - swlength The actual number if weighted

subcarriers at the left hand side of

OFDM spectrum.

swvaluel double 0.5 - 1.0 Pmin

swvalue2 double 1.0 - 1.5 Pmax

To enable applying the ASW technique, two functions are added to the OfdmMod component. 

One function is executed during the initialization phase and the other one is executed when 

creating OFDM symbols (processing phase). These functions are listed in Table 7-2

Table 7-2; Implemented functions for OfdmMod component.

Function Phase Description

CreatSinc initialization It generates the frequency domain representations at the points of

interest in the OOB regions.

CalculateSw processing It calculates the OOB emissions and performs the ASW technique.
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7.4.2 Implemented OFDM system

In the implemented OFDM system, the OFDM signal consists of frames. Each frame is 21 OFDM 

symbols. The first symbol of each frame is used for synchronization and channel estimation while 

the remaining 20 symbols are used for data transmission. Each OFDM data symbol consists of 

200 subcarriers. 192 subcarriers are used for data transmissions while the reaming 8 subcarriers 

are used as pilots in order to provide fine frequency offset estimation at the receiver. The 

implemented system supports BPSK and QPSK/QAM modulations.

7.4.3 Demonstration and results

In order to test the implemented component, the experiment setup shown in Figure 7-8 is 

considered. Iris software is installed in PCI and PC2. Each node is connected to USRP-N210 as 

the hardware front-end. The OfdmMod component is used at the transmitter (PCI) while the 

OfdmDemod component is used at the receiver (PC2). The spectrum analyser is used to capture 

the PSD of the transmitted signal.

To demonstrate the system described in Table 7-3, the XML configurations shown in 

Figure 7-9 are used to configure the modulator in PCI and the demodulator in PC2. The real

time (instantaneous) spectrum this before and after applying the ASW technique are show in 

Figure 7-10. Arrows (1) and (2) point to the maximum interference power level before and after 

applying the ASW technique. The theoretical PSDs are shown in Figure 7-11. It is obvious that 

the experimental and the theoretical results are matching.
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PCI PC2

Figure 7-8: Experiment setup.

Table 7-3: Demonstration parameters.

Parameter Value

# data subcarriers 192

# pilot subcarriers 8

Constellation QPSK

Mr = M, 70

fc 5.003 GHz

Prcwn 0.8

Pmax 1.2

Tg/To 1/4
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<conponant name=''ofdinmodl" claBS3'‘ofdiiiniod">
<paraiBetar naina>‘"numfftbins" value«''256''/> 
<para]natar naina»’'swmode" values" true"/> 
<parameter names"awlength" values"96"/> 
<para]Beter names"svlengthright" values"70"/> 
<parameter names"swlengthleft" values"70”/> 
<parameter naines"swvaluel" values"0.8''/> 
<parameter names"SMvalue2" value="l.2"/> 
<parameter names"bltsPerDataSymbol" value="2"/> 
<port names"lnputl" ela88="lnput"/>
<port names"outputl" cla8a="output"/> 

</component>

(a)

<component namas"o£dmdemodl' clas8s"ofdiiidemod">
<parameter names''bitsPerDataSymbol" values"2"/>
<port names"inputl" cla88“"input"/>
<port naraes"outputl' claBss"output"/>

</coniponent>

(b)

Figure 7-9: XML configurations for (a) the modulator and (b) the demodulator components.

Ref Level -27.00 dBm 
Att 13 dB

A • lAv CIrwLog

Real-Time Spectrum
RBW 4 kHz 
8Wr(F) 30 ms SPAN 1 MHz

Date: U- . tun.2012 12;; 1 :«i:

Figure 7-10: Real-time spectrum before and after applying the ASW technique.
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Figure 7-11: Theoretical PSDs before and after applying the ASW technique.

7.5 Performance evaluation

To show the enhancement introduced by the proposed ASW technique, evaluation metrics are 

provided for the SW and the ASW techniques in Table 5-6.

Table 7-4 : Performance evaluation metrics for the ASW tehenique.

Evaluation metric The ASW technique The SW technique

Vs 1 1

Vt 1 1

Suitability for real-time applications Yes No

OOB emissions reduction capability Moderate Moderate

PAPR degradation Low Low

Signalling information Not needed Not needed
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7.6 Summary and conclusions

This chapter presents a heuristic algorithm for obtaining the weighting factors for the SW 

technique in order to significantly reduce the OOB emissions of OFDM symbols with few 

computations. The proposed ASW technique is simulated and implemented in a software defined 

radio. Due the simplicity of the proposed algorithm, the ASW technique can be introduced for 

reducing the OOB emissions in real-time applications.

In the context of the main goals for this research, the ASW technique meets the three goals as 

it provides reliable communications between OFDM transmitters and receivers. It also enables 

large OOB emissions without involving excessive computations.

This chapter is the last contribution of this research. The ASW technique is the last key 

technical output of this research and it was accepted for publication in IEEE WCNC 2013 [91, 

93]. The next chapter summarizes the thesis and presents a number of potential directions for 

future research.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and Future Directions
8.1 Topic of the thesis

This thesis has presented a study on OOB emissions reduction for OFDM systems which have the 

potential to enhance the utilization of the available communications resources. The nature and 

challenges of OOB emissions reduction were comprehensively discussed and explored to specify 

the main barriers that prevent introducing most of these techniques for practical and real-time 

implementations. The objective of this researeh was to propose and examine new approaches 

which enable efficient OOB emissions reduction in real-time applications.

This chapter summarizes the contributions of this study and outlines potential directions for 

future work.

8.2 Contribution of the thesis

The majority of the techniques reported on OOB emissions reduction to date have focused on 

proposing new approaches/ideas despite the large computational complexity introduced by these 

approaches and many techniques even lead to unreliable communications. In addition, there was 

an absence of a proper evaluation that measures the impact of using any technique on system 

performance.

This thesis defined metrics for evaluating any OOB emissions reduction technique. These 

metrics are used to measure the utilization of the available resources, the performance 

degradation, the suitability for real-time applications and, of course, the ability of reducing the
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OOB emissions. The existing techniques proposed in the literature are evaluated using these 

metrics. This evaluation identified the main problems/challenges that should be tackled in order 

to provide valuable research. Based on these observations, the main objectives of this research are 

identified. These objectives include providing new solutions that can reduce the OOB emissions 

efficiently while keeping the functionality of the communications system. Also, these solutions 

should involve neither complex optimizations nor excessive computations in order to be suitable 

for real-time applications. The suitability for real-time applications is verified by implementing 

the algorithms on a software defined radio and testing them for over-the-air transmissions.

This thesis presented four different solutions for reducing the OOB emissions. The first 

solution introduces a novel method for OOB emissions reduction in the time domain. In this 

method, OFDM symbols are windowed to reduce the OOB emission while the CP is totally 

removed to increase the throughput of the system. At the receiver side, to counter act the effect of 

removing the CP, an algorithm for restoring the cyclicity of each OFDM symbol is introduced. 

With the knowledge of channel state information, the cyclicity of each OFDM symbol can be 

restored. However, inaccurate time synchronization may lead to error propagation which limits 

applicability of this solution.

The second solution introduced a new algorithm for performing constellation expansion in 

an efficient way. The algorithm allows reducing the OOB emissions considerably using much less 

computation than other solutions proposed in the literature. This algorithm requires computing 

the OOB emissions at many points in the OOB regions which reduces its suitability for real-time 

applications. To overcome this problem, an FFT-based algorithm is proposed to reduce the 

required number of memory locations as well as the number of complex multiplications and 

complex additions. As a result, these two algorithms could be implemented on a software defined 

radio and tested for over-the-air transmissions. Experimentation results showed that these
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algorithms can be used in real-time applications. This solution can provide significant reduction 

in the OOB emissions, however, at the expense of BER degradation. Another drawback of this 

solution is the need for signalling information between the transmitter and the receiver. This 

information includes some parameters of the proposed algorithm in order to demodulate the 

received signal correctly. Unsuccessful reception of this information causes severe BER 

degradation.

The third solution introduced a heuristic algorithm for obtaining the unknowns for the 

cancellation carriers technique without the need for either complex optimizations. The OOB 

emissions reduction performance of the proposed algorithm can be very close to the optimal 

performance. In the literature, the number of samples that should be considered in the OOB 

regions is not well addressed. Along with the proposed algorithm, a detailed study of the required 

number of samples and their locations in the OOB regions is presented. This study allows the 

designer to specify the minimum number of samples needed for efficient implementation based 

on system parameters such as the number of the unknowns, the length of the CP and the required 

power profiles in the OOB regions. As the number of the required OOB emissions computations 

is set to minimum as well as the proposed algorithm involves few additions and multiplications, 

the proposed algorithm could be implemented in a software defined radio and is proven to be 

introduced for real-time applications. Nevertheless, the receiver does not need to know any 

information about the used algorithm. Hence, signalling information is not needed. In addition, 

this algorithm allows the user to reconfigure its parameters to achieve different objectives in the 

OOB regions. Therefore, this algorithm suits the nature of dynamic spectrum access networks in 

which the users are required to have the ability of reacting differently based on the available 

resources, regulations and neighbouring systems.
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One of the important techniques proposed in the literature is the subcarrier weighting 

technique. In this technique, different power levels are assigned to each OFDM subcarrier in 

order to reduce the OOB emissions. Ideally, these levels are obtained by solving complex 

optimizations. However, this does not suit real-time applications. The fourth solution, in this 

thesis, presented an algorithm for calculating these power levels with much less computation 

when compared with the optimal solution. This algorithm implemented in a software defined 

radio. Due to its simplicity as well as setting the required number of OOB emissions calculations 

to minimum, the algorithm is proven to work properly in real-time transmissions. One of the main 

advantages of this solution is that the receiver does not need to know any information about the 

parameters of the algorithm. Hence, it suits dynamic spectrum access networks as well as the 

third solution.

In a conclusion, three out of the four solutions proposed in this thesis meet the main objectives 

established at the beginning of this research. Each one of the applicable solutions provides 

different options and the designer may pick a solution or another based available resources, 

objectives and/'or regulations.

8.3 Possible Future Directions

The research in this study has the potential for different future directions of research including:

• For all of the OOB emissions reduction techniques, many parameters need to be 

examined extensively in order to provide better utilization of the available 

communications resources. For example, the CCs have been considered only at the 

borders of the OFDM spectrum. However, there could be another distribution for the CCs 

within the OFDM spectrum that would result in better OOB emissions reduction.
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This study focused on using one technique at a time. However, combining more than one 

technique is needed to be addressed in detail. Some eombinations may possibly lead to 

aehieving exeellent OOB emissions reduction while not sacrificing the available 

resourees dramatically. Combining different techniques together is not straightforward as 

eaeh teehnique has a set of parameters and the interaction between these sets is quite 

complex [40, 73-75, 94-96].

This study focused on standard OFDM systems. Addressing the impact of using the OOB 

emissions reduetion teehniques in the context of NC-OFDM can be useful, especially for 

the applieation of dynamie speetrum aeeess networks such as the study presented in [40]. 

Higher-layer interaetions: There is seope for research into the consideration of contracts 

with higher-layers, by means of implementation and experimentation. For example, 

existing MAC layer implementations at CTVR in Trinity College, such as [97-99], could 

be leveraged to consider the benefits of using OOB emissions reduetion techniques.

The performanee of dynamic spectrum access networks when the users have the ability to 

dynamieally reduce their OOB emissions can also be examined and explored. Due to 

different conditions, the dynamic spectrum access networks may have different 

objeetives such as enhancing the overall throughput or minimizing the power 

eonsumptions. This means that different OOB emissions reduetion techniques may be 

employed to help in meeting these objeetives.

New spectrum regulations: Speetrum regulations may change when the users have the 

ability of redueing their OOB emissions. For example, those users may be permitted to 

inerease their in-band power levels as long as the OOB emissions are kept below a 

certain threshold. Also, those users might be allowed to use their guard bands for OOB 

emissions reduetion (e.g using CCs). Such technologies may also lead to new pricing
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schemes. For example, users who do not reduce their OOB emissions may pay more for 

using the spectrum.

8.4 Closing Remark

I believe that the w-ork presented in this thesis has opened potential new research directions for 

OOB emissions reduction for OFDM-based systems, and can potentially be extended into many 

other similar tasks. The core of the thesis focuses on providing practical and efficient algorithms 

that enable reducing the OOB emissions considerably while keeping the computations to 

minimum. 1 hope that this work will act as a starting point for other researchers to continue 

investigations on the problems addressed in this thesis, seeking to further improve the techniques 

presented in this thesis and find additional applications for them.
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